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Electric probes for plasmas: The link between theory and instrument
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Electric probe methods for diagnostics of plasmas are reviewed with emphasis on the link between
the appropriate probe theories and the instrumental design. The starting point is an elementary
discussion of the working principles and a discussion of the physical quantities that can be measured
by the probe method. This is followed by a systematic classification of the various regimes of probe
operation and a summary of theories and methods for measurements of charged particle
distributions. Application of a single probe and probe clusters for measurements of fluid observables
is discussed. Probe clusters permit both instantaneous and time-averaged measurements without
sweeping the probe voltage. Two classes of applications are presented as illustrations of the methods
reviewed. These are measurements of cross sections and collision frequencies~plasma electron
spectroscopy!, and measurements of fluctuations and anomalous transport in magnetized plasma.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1505099#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A plasma is a fully or partially ionized gas with pract
cally equal densities of positive and negative charg
particles.1 Diagnostics of plasmas fall roughly into three ca
egories: passive remote sensing, active noncontact meth
and contact methods. Passive sensing of incoming radia
is all that is available for plasma astrophysics studying
Sun or plasma phenomena related to objects beyond the
lar system. Active noncontact methods are widely applied
geophysical plasmas such as the ionosphere~radar scatter-
ing! and to hot laboratory plasmas~scattering of electromag
netic radiation or particle beams!. Contact methods are ap
plied to interplanetary, magnetospheric and ionosph
plasmas, and to cold laboratory plasmas. Among the con
methods, electric probes are without doubt the most wid
used. Some of the techniques reviewed here can be ap
to in situ experiments in space plasmas, but the contex
which they are discussed is limited to laboratory plasma

Basically, the electric probe is a conducting object
serted into the plasma, and connected to the outside w
through some kind of electrical circuitry. Two requiremen
need to be fulfilled in order to operate a probe successfu
First, the probe must be able to withstand the heat load f
the plasma without being severely damaged. This exclu
the application of probes in the core of most magnetic c
finement devices, and requires quite robust probe const
tions in intermediate dense and hot plasmas, such as in
edge of such devices. Second, the probe should not pe
the global state of the plasma, and this calls for a sm
probing object compared with typical plasma scale lengt

The subject of electric probes in plasmas is huge
thousands of references on the subject can be found in
literature. It is, therefore, necessary to limit the scope of a
3400034-6748/2002/73(10)/3409/31/$19.00
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review on this subject. We limit the class of plasmas to tho
sufficiently cold that very small probes can survive for t
time required to perform the desired measurement. We
do not include measurement situations where the proxim
of a nearby wall or large material object has to be taken i
account. This excludes flush mounted probes and probe
rays mounted on large surfaces facing the plasma. We
exclude plasmas that require a theoretical framework for
terpretation of probe data which goes beyond what is
scribed in Sec. II of this article. This means that we will n
discuss probes for chemically reactive and dusty plasmas
for strongly magnetized, fully ionized plasma, which requ
modeling of viscous or anomalous transport processes for
calculation of the probe current. The latter excludes from t
review standard probe measurements in magnetic con
ment plasmas, because under these conditions the ion
mor radius is smaller than the probe dimension, and
proper modeling of the ion transport remains a controver
issue which we have chosen not to deal with in this revie
However, the review includes weakly magnetized plasma
the sense that the electron~but not ion! Larmor radius is
smaller than the probe dimension. We will also deal w
strongly magnetized, weakly ionized plasma, since in t
case the ion transport is dominated by ion-neutral collisio
which can easily be modeled even for magnetized ions. T
means that we include measurements in a large class of m
netized plasma devices constructed for plasma process
basic plasma physics, and study of low frequency fluct
tions and anomalous transport in the edge of magnetic c
finement plasmas.

Within our scope we will not consider all existing prob
models but rather give basic ideas and provide correspon
references. It should also be emphasized that only a selec
of probe constructions and configurations of probe clus
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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found in the literature is described, focusing on a few ap
cations. However, the probe constructions, as well as
applications, are carefully selected to illustrate the power
limitations of electric probe techniques.

A. Basic principles of probe operation

Electric probes were first applied to plasmas by Lan
muir and collaborators.2,3 The operating principle is very
simple. An external electrical circuit allows variation of th
probe voltageV with respect to the plasma and to measu
the current–voltage characteristicI (V). It is also possible to
measure the floating probe voltageVf . In this case the probe
is connected to ground through a very high resistance, so
I is practically zero.

A probe theory creates a connection between the m
sured probe currents and/or voltages and parameters o
undisturbed plasma. Unfortunately, the simplicity of the o
erating scheme is not reflected by the appropriate theorie
most plasma regimes. Thus, the main purpose of this rev
is to serve as a guide to find the appropriate theory fo
given set of experimental conditions and the optimal pro
design.

Electric probes come in all sizes and shapes, but
most common shapes are spheres, cylinders, and flat d
~see Fig. 1!. They are usually made out of materials lik
molybdenum, tungsten, graphite and, for chemically act
plasmas, platinum and gold. The probe holder can be m
from glass, quartz, or ceramic materials.

A simple probe circuit is presented in Fig. 2. The pro
~1! is given a voltageVr with respect to a reference electrod
~2!. An anode may be taken as the reference electrode~in
discharge plasmas the voltage between the anode and
plasma is usually less than the voltage between the cath
and the plasma!. Often the reference electrode is th
grounded vessel wall. In electrode-free plasmas or in
double-probe method another probe may be taken as the
erence electrode.

A typical I –V characteristic of the probe is presented
Fig. 3. It can be divided into three distinct parts. For su
ciently negative probe voltage (V,Va) the probe collects
mainly positive ions, and the corresponding current is ca
the ion saturation currentI i

sat. If Va,V,Vb ~the transition
part of the characteristic! the probe collects ions and ele
trons, and forV5Vf , ion I i and electronI e currents are
equal. ForV equal to the plasma potentialVp the character-

FIG. 1. Typical probe constructions. Cylindrical~A!, spherical~B!, and flat
~C! probes. Conductor~1! and insulator~2!.
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istic may exhibit a ‘‘knee’’ because the potential chang
character from attracting ions and repelling electrons to
pelling ions and attracting electrons. For positive voltageV
.Vb the probe only collects electrons~the electron satura
tion current I e

sat. In this article we use the convention o
plotting current to the probe. Many recent authors hav
adopted this convention but up till the 1980s the oppos
convention of plotting currentfrom the probe was almos
universally used.

The probeI –V characteristic contains information abo
fluid observables as well as more detailed information ab
energy distributions of electrons and ions. One can ext
densities of electronsne , positivena

1 , and negativena
2 ions,

temperatures~average energies! of electronsTe and ionsTi ,
average frequencies of plasma particle collisionsn̄, and for

FIG. 2. Probe measurement circuit. Probe~1!, reference electrode~2!, volt-
age source~B!, resistor (Rr).

FIG. 3. General form of the probe characteristic.Vf is the floating probe
potential,Vp50 is the plasma potential,I e , I e

sat, I i , andI i
satare the electron,

electron saturation, ion, and ion saturation currents, respectively. FoV
,Va the probe collects the ion saturation current and forV.Vb it collects
the electron saturation current.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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particular probe constructions plasma flow velocities.Te and
Ti can be extracted from the transition part of the charac
istic and the other quantities basically from the saturat
currents. The transition part of the characteristic can a
provide the plasma potentialVp . Measurement ofVp by two
probes yields one spatial component of the electric fie
Measurements of these fluid observables allow us to ca
late other important parameters, for instance anoma
cross-field particle fluxes in a magnetized plasmas.

Electron~EDF! and ion~IDF! velocity ~energy! distribu-
tion functions may be extracted only from the transition p
of the I –V characteristic. This part contains informatio
about the energy dependence of plasma particle collision
quenciesn, and reflection coefficients of electrons fro
plasma boundaries~surfaces of the probe and plasma co
tainer! ~see, for instance, Sec. V A!.

Thus, theI –V probe characteristic allows us, in prin
ciple, to find most of the parameters for fluid or kinetic d
scription of the plasma. However, the practical feasibility
extracting undisturbed plasma parameters depends stro
on the plasma conditions and the probe construction. A
rule, it is possible to extract electron densityne , temperature
~average energy! Te , and plasma potentialVp for a wide
range of plasma conditions. Electron energy distributions
be measured for gas pressures up to 104 Pa and magnetic
fields up to a few tenths of T~see Sec. III A!. Ion energy
distributions,Ti and other parameters, however, can only
measured in special cases.

Even though the electric probe method is as old
plasma physics itself, the potential of the method has not
been fully exploited. New probe theories and constructio
constantly appear and the results have been summarize
numerous reviews and monographs.4–25 In spite of this, in-
correct applications of electric probes are commonly fou
in the literature. The errors mainly arise from lack of awa
ness about the multitude of regimes of probe operation
the limits of validity of theories. The purpose of the prese
review is mainly to give a systematic overview of these
gimes and to demonstrate how this can be implemented
broad range of probe designs and applications.

B. Outline of review

Section II contains a discussion of the assumptions
derlying the various probe theories, and of the validity of t
numerous idealizations made in interpreting probe data. S
tion III deals with the most detailed information that can
obtained by electric probes, the charged particle energy
tribution functions. Section IV treats spatially localized me
surements of instantaneous or time-averaged fluid variab
which have the advantage of being directly comparable w
results obtained from theoretical fluid descriptions of t
plasma equilibrium or of plasma fluctuations and turbulen
In Sec. V we describe two groups of applications, each ill
trating the usefulness of the measurements described in S
III and IV. The various probe designs are described in
section where they first are discussed. Section VI conta
some rather philosophical remarks which puts the subjec
the review in a wider context. The reader, who during
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study of a particular part of the article feels bewildered
the huge zoo of operating regimes and probe designs, sh
consult this section to regain the motivation to read furth

II. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

A. Classification of probe operation regimes

In Sec. I it was stressed that data from electric pro
measurements usually are of little value without a pro
theory for theI –V probe characteristic. The theory is bas
on the fact that the plasma shields any charged object,1,26 and
hence the perturbed plasma region is confined to the c
vicinity of the probe. Thus, theI –V characteristic contains
information about the unperturbed plasma bordering this p
turbed volume. By extracting this information one can obta
the local parameters of the undisturbed plasma with spa
resolution defined by the size of the disturbed region.

In its most fundamental form the probe problem consi
of two distinct parts. First, the density and the velocity d
tributions of the charged particle species are assumed t
known, and one attempts to calculate theI –V characteristic
by solving the equations of motion of all charged partic
traversing the perturbed region. This requires knowled
about the self-consistent potential profile throughout the d
turbed region. Second, the inverse problem has to be sol
i.e., densities and distribution functions should be deriv
from the I –V characteristic. There are many works devot
to this very complicated problem~see, for example, Refs. 9
and 10!, where the calculations have been made for so
particular cases.

However, the problem can be simplified for many cas
of interest by dividing the region disturbed by the probe in
a ~nonquasineutral! sheath and quasineutral plasm
~presheath!.5–10 In the sheath the electron and ion densit
are significantly different and it appears only if the potent
differenceV between probe and plasma is so large tha
significant fraction of the particles of the repelled spec
never reaches the probe. As a rule of the thumb this is
case ifuVu. 1

2T/e, whereT is the temperature of the repelle
particles ande is the proton charge (11.6310219C). This is
the Bohm sheath criterion.1,4 With this simplification the
self-consistent problem may be solved for the sheath
presheath separately and the solutions are connected a
interface between the two regions. The resulting probe c
acteristic depends on a set of parameters, which can be n
rally obtained from the equations describing plasma a
sheath.10

A completely general theory describing the collection
charged particles by a probe does not exist. The approp
theory depends on the parameters of the plasma and the
and shape of the probe. In an unmagnetized plasma the
lowing parameters constitute the basis of probe theories

1. Mean-free-path of electrons, le and ions, l i

The electron mean-free-pathle is the average distanc
between collisions defined by

le~v !5vte~v !5
v

ne~v !
5

1

nse~v !
, ~1!
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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where te(v) is the average intercollisional time,ne is the
frequency of electron collisions with neutrals and electro
se(v) is the momentum transfer scattering cross section
electrons,n is the density of the colliding particle specie
~ions, neutrals or electrons! andv is the velocity of the elec-
tron. For ions, the subscripte should be replaced byi. During
one collision the particle loses its directed velocity, so
mean-free path is sometimes called momentum or dire
velocity relaxation length.

For calculations ofle andl i , corresponding cross sec
tions can be taken, for instance, from Refs. 27–32. For e
mation of the elastic electron-atomic collision frequency
noble gases the expression

na~«!5n0p~«/«1!g ~2!

can be used.33 Here,na is in s21, p is a gas pressure in Pa
and « is the electron energy in eV. For Heg50, n051.88
3107 s21 Pa21, «1521.2 eV; for Ne g51, n052.1
3107 s21 Pa21, «1516.7 eV; for Ar g53, n051.28
3108 s21 Pa21, «1511.2 eV. The frequency of collisions o
an electron with energy« with other electrons which hav
Maxwellian distribution and temperatureTe is

nee~«!51.54310211
ne

«3/2 lnF5.1731012«ATe

ne
G , ~3!

wherenee is in s21, ne is the density of electrons in m23, Te

and« in eV.26

2. Electron energy relaxation length, l«

Let t« be the time an electron needs to lose its energy
collisional processes~energy relaxation time!. If electron-
electron collisions are dominant, this requires only one c
lision, and the energy relaxation length corresponds to
mean-free path. If elastic collisions with heavy particles
mass ma dominate, a large number of collisions~;1/d,
where d52me /ma , and me is the electron mass! are re-
quired for energy relaxation, and the characteristic lengt
particle diffuses during the timet« is the energy relaxation
length,34

l«52ADet«, ~4!

whereDe5lev/3 is the electron diffusion coefficient. If th
electrons lose their energies due to electron–electron c
sions and elastic and inelastic electron-atomic collisio
then21,35

l«'2ADe~nee1dna1n* !20.5, ~5!

wheren* is the inelastic electron-atomic collision frequenc
For the case of atomic gases and weakly ionized plas

where the conditionne , n* !na is satisfied~i.e., the electron
loses its energy mostly due to electron-atomic elastic co
sions!, we havel«'le /Ad;100le . It means that for elec-
trons energy relaxation is much slower than momentum
laxation, and it occurs on a much larger length scalel«

@le . Note that for ions the energy relaxation length is eq
to the mean-free path. The energy relaxation length is
basis of the nonlocal approach that will be discussed at
end of this subsection.
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3. Characteristic probe dimension, d

This is a length~sometimes called the diffusion length!
which depends on the size and geometry of the probe
compared with the mean-free-path this parameter allows
to distinguish collisionless (d!le,i) and diffusive (d
@le,i) regimes. The diffusion length can be calculated
applying methods developed for solving the diffusio
equation.36 The stationary problem reduces to the Lapla
equation ~if the plasma is unmagnetized!, which explains
why the solution depends only on geometry, and not on
specific diffusion coefficient. The diffusion length is a cha
acteristic length for the decay of this solution. For instan
d'R for a spherical,d'R ln@pL/(4R)# for a cylindrical, and
d'pR/4 for a disk probe, respectively. Here,R is the probe
radius andL is the length of the cylindrical probe.

4. Sheath thickness, h

In the literature one can find various calculations of t
sheath thickness.5,6,9,10,37–39The fundamental parameter
the Debye length26

RD5
1

A4pnee
2 S TeTi

Te1Ti
D 1/2

, ~6!

but in generalh can be much larger thanRD . The thickness
of a collisionless plane sheath can be estimated as40

h'RDS euVu
Te

D 3/4

~7!

and if euVu@Te thenh@RD . The same formula can be use
for calculation ofh for a thin ~compared to the probe dimen
sion! nonplane sheath. Calculations ofh for a thick collision-
less sheath in a plasma with a non-Maxwellian EDF is giv
for instance, in Ref. 39.

In practice, it is more convenient to express the she
thickness via directly measured quantities such as the p
current and probe voltage. Thus, forueVu@Te /e Eq. ~7! can
be rewritten as

he,i5S 2

eme,i
D 1/4 V3/4

3Ap j e,i

, ~8!

where hi ,e is the electron~positive probe voltage! and ion
~negative probe voltage! sheath thickness, respectively. Her
mi is the ion mass andj e,i are the electron and ion curren
density.

The thickness of a collisional electron or ion sheath fo
cylindrical probe can be calculated as41

he,i50.0013RS le,iLV2

ATe,ime,iR
2I e,i

D 0.33

. ~9!

HereV is in V, I is in A, me,i is in amu, andTe,i is in eV.
For eEl i.Ti ions have anomalous drift inside th

sheath, i.e., the ion drift velocity is proportional toAE,
whereE is electric field. In this case, radiusr i5R1hi of a
collisional ion sheath for a cylindrical probe is given as37
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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r i5R~11q!~110.05q!; q5
9.231024

R S uVu3l i

j i
2mi

D 1/5

.

~10!

HereV is in V, j i is in A/m2, l i andR are in m, andmi is in
amu.

The presence of a magnetic field introduces anisotr
in the plasma making the theoretical description of pro
more complicated. In a magnetized plasma electron,RLe and
ion, RLi Larmor radii are important. It should be taken in
account that the above parameters are different parallel
perpendicular to the field. Definehe,i5A11xe,i

2 and xe,i

5le,i /RLe,Li . Then we havele,i i5le,i , l«i5l« , le,i'

5le,i /he,i , l«'5l« /he ,42,43 andde,i'5de,i i /he,i . In this
case the characteristic probe dimension~diffusion length!
de,i' depends not only on probe geometry, but also on c
tain plasma parameters and the probe orientation with
spect to the magnetic field. Since all lengths are multipl
by the factorhe,i when comparing parallel and perpendicu
lengths, we can use either parallel or perpendicular leng
when defining different probe operation regimes for mag
tized plasmas~see Table I!. In general, the modeling of th
sheath structure in the presence of a magnetic field is a c
plicated task.44

With respect to the parameters listed above, it is poss
to indicate a set of asymptotic regimes of probe opera
where the construction of an analytical model for the pro
characteristic is more feasible. It is desirable to conduct m
surements in one of these asymptotic regimes and somet

TABLE I. The main regimes for electrons in a weakly ionized unmagneti
plasma. For a magnetized plasma, parallel or perpendicular param
should be compared, respectively.

Regime Subregime

I Collisionless
le@d1h

~a! Orbital limited thick sheath
l«@le@h@d

~b! Conventional thin sheath
l«@le@d@h

II Nonlocal
l«@d1h@le

~a! Collisional thick sheath
l«@h@le@d

~b! Collisional thick sheath
~large probe!

l«@h@d@le

~c! Collisional thin sheath
l«@d@h@le

~d! Collisionless thin sheath
l«@d@le@h

III Hydrodynamic
~local!

d1h@l«

~a! Collisional thick sheath
~small probe!
h@l«@le@d

~b! Collisional thick sheath
~diffusive probe!
h@l«@d@le

~c! Collisional thick sheath
h@d@l«@le

~d! Collisional thin sheath
d@h@l«@le

~e! Collisional thin sheath
~large probe!

d@l«@h@le

~f! Collisionless thin sheath
d@l«@le@h
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it can be done by choosing appropriate probe shape, size
~in magnetized plasma! orientation. The essence of the fo
lowing classification scheme is taken from Refs. 10 and

In the absence of magnetic field, the main regimes
electron probe current in a weakly ionized plasma may
presented as in Table I.

For electrons in a fully ionized plasma, and for ion
regime II ~nonlocal! does not exist. In this case there a
regimes I (le,i@h@d, and le,i@d@h) and III (h@le,i

@d, h@d@le,i , d@h@le,i , and d@le,i@h) only. Note,
that the electrons and ions can be in different regimes at
same plasma conditions, asleÞl i . They can also be in
different regimes depending on the probe voltage, beca
the sheath thicknessh depends on both magnitude and si
of probe voltage. As discussed above, in the case of a m
netized plasma the above classifications are valid if we co
pare either perpendicular or parallel lengths.

For more complicated plasmas~flowing, turbulent,
chemically active, etc.! other characteristic lengthslx have
to be introduced. For instance, a characteristic length of i
ization or recombination for ions can be defined as21

lch5FDi S 11
Te

Ti
D tchG0.5

,

whereDi is the ion diffusion coefficient andtch is a charac-
teristic time of the reaction. For ionizationtch5(nab i)

21

(b i is the coefficient of ionization,na is density of neutrals!,
for recombinationtch5(neb r)

21 (b r is the coefficient of
recombination!. In the presence of plasma turbulence, t
characteristic length of fluctuationl f l can be defined as
l tur /(2p), wherel tur is the turbulent wave length. Then,
lx@d1h, the influence of these processes on the probe
rent can be neglected although the global plasma prope
can be determined by them. In the opposite case the cur
collection can be governed by turbulence, chemical re
tions, etc., which is beyond the scope of this review.

In practice, however, it is not always possible to calc
late or measurelx . In some cases it is possible to test e
perimentally whether the current collection is governed
such mechanisms. Examples of some methods are menti
at the end of Sec. IV C.

As an illustration, we estimate the essential plasma
rameters for a weakly ionized neon plasma and indicate
appropriate probe operation regimes.21 In this case le

50.17/p, l i50.006/p, l«524/p ~for elastic electron-atomic
collisions!, l«52.6/p ~for inelastic electron-atomic colli-
sions!, RLe53.431026A«/B, and RLi56.531024A«/B.
Here, gas pressurep is in Pa, lengths in m,« in eV, andB in
T. Then, in the absence of a magnetic field, for a probe w
R50.1 mm, andp,30 Pa, ions are in the collisionless re
gime and forp.100 Pa they are in the hydrodynamic r
gime. Electrons are in the collisionless regime ifp
,800 Pa. If p.40 000 Pa, electrons are in the hydrod
namic regime. In the intermediate pressure range (3000,p
,15 000 Pa) electrons are in the nonlocal regime. Thus,
electrons the hydrodynamic regime is valid for pressures
order of atmospheric while for ions it is valid for pressur
three orders less than atmospheric. In neon the electrons

d
ers
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lch.l« , and ionization and recombination are not importa
for probe current collection in the collisionless and nonlo
regimes.

For magnetized plasma and magnetic field weaker t
B,0.004 T electrons with energy 16 eV will be in the col
sionless regime I~for a probe perpendicular to the magne
field!. For 0.04,B,0.4 T they will be in the nonlocal re
gime II.

5. Local and nonlocal concepts

The kinetic description of plasma depends on the ra
between the plasma inhomogeneity scaleL and energy re-
laxation lengthl« . The nonlocal approach is particular
important for the study of the EDF which is a solution to t
Boltzmann kinetic equation.26,42

For the details of the nonlocal approach the reade
referred to the reviews.34,45 Below we briefly describe the
main idea.

If L@l« , a local approach is appropriate. The local a
proach assumes that spatial derivative can be ignored w
solving the Boltzmann equation. The energy gain from
electric field is, therefore,locally balanced by energy loss i
elastic and inelastic collisions with neutral particles. In th
case, the EDF is determined by the local parameters.
argument of the local EDF is the speedv or kinetic energy«.
The distribution ofne(r ) and the radial electric field ar
determined by the solution of the ambipolar diffusio
equation.26,45

The nonlocal approximation is applicable in the oppos
caseL!l« , i.e., if electron diffusion in configuration spac
is much faster than the energy change due to collisions.
nonlocal kinetics implies that spatial derivatives must be
tained in the Boltzmann equation.

As discussed above, in elastic collisions an elect
changes direction of motion but does not significan
change kinetic energy. Inelastic collisions are rare compa
to elastic ones since the inequalityn* !na holds for most
gases. Since the spatial displacement of electrons in this
is much faster than the energy gain and losses, the w
volume ~the volume defined by the inhomogeneity scaleL!
available for electrons contributes to the EDF formation.

Given that the total energy~kinetic plus potential! is ap-
proximately conserved during the motion, it is useful to
clude the quasistationary field in the total energyW5«
2ef and to consider the EDF as a function of (W,r ) rather
than of (v,r ). Here,f is the plasma potential. For the sam
reason, the energy distribution at a certain point of spac
determined by not only plasma parameters at this point
also by parameters of the remaining plasma, i.e., the en
distribution function at given point contains informatio
about the energy distribution at any point within distancel«

~information about the directed part of distribution is lost d
to collisions!. In the nonlocal case the EDF cannot be rep
sented as product of a function of the coordinates and a fu
tion of the velocity.

Neglecting possible nonlocality of the distributio
causes not only quantitative but also qualitative errors, si
application of the local approach for theL!l« case leads to
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loss of information about how the distribution depends
spatial coordinates.

By applying these ideas to probes in plasmas we n
that the inhomogeneity scale lengthL'd1h is that intro-
duced by the probe. Nonlocality corresponds tod1h!l« .

B. Basic models for the probe operation regimes

First, we will discuss briefly the main models for eac
regime in the absence of a magnetic field. For the collisi
less regime the charged particle motion through
presheath is ballistic. Case I~a! of Table I ~orbital motion
limit ! has been investigated by Mott-Smith and Langmu3

For instance, for a cylindrical probe, it has been shown t
for Maxwellian distributions and attracted particles the pro
current density is

u j e,i u5
enev̄e,i

4

2

Ap
SAeuVu

Te,i
1

Ap

2
expS 2

euVu
Te,i

D
3F12erfSAeuVu

Te,i
D G D . ~11!

Here,V is the probe potential andv̄e,i5A8Te,i /pme,i . This
expression gives the upper limit for the probe current in
collisionless regime, as potential barriers arising in the pro
disturbed region can only reduce currents. The domain
validity of the orbital motion limit regime for cylindrical
probes has been investigated in Refs. 46 and 47.

The cases of attracted electrons and ions in the reg
I~b! and transition conditions between I~a! and I~b! have
been considered in.5–10,48–55Laframboise55 carried out exten-
sive numerical computations of ion and electron collectio
for the collisionless regime. Several approximate fits to
results have been made.10,56–59 For euVu/Te@1 and Ti /Te

!1 the collected ion current has a simple form

I i5ceniA2Te

mi
Sp , ~12!

where Sp is a probe area.4,5 For the case of thin sheathc
50.4 @regime I~b!#. For thicker sheaths@transition from re-
gime I~b! to I~a!# c increases towards a number in excess
1.0.60

A cross check of the models discussed above and c
parison with results from alternative diagnostics~microwave,
Druyvesteyn methods! have lead to estimates of the limits o
their validity ~see, for example, Refs. 60–63!. A parametri-
zation and iteration scheme permitting rapid analysis
probe data was provided in Ref. 60.

The case of repulsed particles in the collisionless reg
will be considered in detail in Sec. III A. In the regime I~b!
charged particles reach the probe surface conserving
energies and momentum. Therefore, in that case, it is p
sible to measure velocity and energy distributions in isot
pic and anisotropic plasmas. In case I~a! it is possible to
measure energy distributions only in isotropic plasma. In
isotropic plasma a spherical probe for the case of
spherical-symmetric sheath can also provide such meas
ments. In regime I distribution functions are proportional
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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the second derivatives of electron or ion probe currents w
respect to the probe voltaged2I e,i /dV2 @Druyvesteyn Eq.
~27!64#.

To our knowledge, the nonlocal regime for attract
electrons has not yet been investigated. In isotropic plasm
case II~d! for repelled electrons was investigated in Ref. 4
In this approach the Boltzmann kinetic equation~reduced to
a diffusion equation! was solved~see Sec. III A for details!.
The solution yields the electron energy distribution, be
proportional to the first derivative of the electron curre
dIe /dV. This is also valid for subregimes~b! and ~c! of the
case II since the model depends weakly on the she
thickness.21 However, for subregime II~a! the Druyvesteyn
Eq. ~27! should be used.

In experiments it is always possible to change the pr
radius and thus to choose between regimes I and II. Ne
theless, it is useful to develop a theory, which covers b
regimes, the so-called kinetic theory. Such a model allow
study of the transition between diffusive and collisionle
particle motion and gives more exact conditions for th
validity.21,36,65,66The first attempt to take into account coll
sions for regime I was made by Swift.67 Later a more genera
theory of electron sink to the probe has been develope
Ref. 68. The theory gives results which are very similar
the more exact model based on a solution of the kin
equation.21,69,70

In the hydrodynamic regime particle collection is d
scribed by transport equations for which the informati
about the energy distributions is lost completely. This giv
an upper limit on gas pressure for which the EDF and I
measurements can be performed. In this regime it is o
possible to measure fluid observables~see, for example
Refs. 10, 14, 16, 19, and 24!. Note thatl i is usually much
less thanle , hence electrons may be in the collisionless
nonlocal regime while ions are hydrodynamic. An exam
of such a case~for the EDF of an arbitrary form! was studied
in Refs. 10, 37, and 71, where the following formula co
necting certain plasma parameters and the ion current
cylindrical probe was derived:

ne~Ti17700̂ «&!51.331017
R

l i
AmiTi j i lnS pL

4r i
D . ~13!

Here ^«& is the mean kinetic energy~in eV! of the electrons
in the undisturbed plasma with the densityne , Ti is ion
temperature given in Kelvin,ne in m23, mi in amu, andj i in
A/m2. The radius of the sheathr i can be found, for instance
from formulas given in Sec. II A.

A detailed description of hydrodynamic models can
found in Ref. 24.

In the magnetized plasma, despite numerous theore
and experimental studies, the theory of the probes is still
from complete.72–74 Below we review the main theories de
veloped for those regimes that fall within the scope of t
article ~see discussion in Sec. I!.

In the case ofle,i!RLe,i the magnetic field has wea
influence on the charged particle motion. ForRLe@R, h and
regime I~a! the effect of magnetic field for attracted electro
is negligible and the orbital motion limit theory can b
applied.46 For repelled particles in regime I it has bee
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shown5 that unmagnetized theory is valid forRLe,i@L if the
probe is oriented parallel to the magnetic field, and
RLe,i@R ln(L/R) if the probe is oriented perpendicular to th
field.

The condition for nonlocal regime in magnetized plasm
is l«'@d'1h@RLe . The regime for repelled electrons ha
been investigated in Ref. 43. The transition between co
sionless and nonlocal regimes has been examined in R
21, 68, and 70~see, Sec. III A!.

Hydrodynamic models for electron current in magn
tized plasma give similar results for both weak
ionized4,44,75–77 and fully ionized16,44,73,78 plasmas if the
probe is small.44 By small we mean probes with size perpe
dicular to the magnetic field comparable to the ion gyro
dius. These models describe the electron collection as a
fusion process with classical16,44,73,75 or anomalous16,78

diffusion coefficients. In Ref. 79 the model for current w
based on rigorous and complicated kinetic description wh
led to the discovery of so-called potential overshoot, a n
monotonic potential profile near the probe. This effect w
introduced heuristically~with reference to Ref. 79! in the
hydrodynamic models mentioned above. Models for the io
in the hydrodynamic regime in weakly ionized magnetiz
plasma are similar to those for electrons, i.e., are gover
by diffusion.44,75–77

There are situations in magnetized plasma where tra
port processes due to other mechanisms than classical~col-
lisional! particle diffusion should be taken into accoun
Some authors include the energy equation in the hydro
namic models, giving importance to temperature gradie
near the probe.74 Other transport processes considered
transverse conductivity due to ion inertia, ion viscosity,72,80,81

and anomalous diffusion and viscosity.16,78,82,83 As men-
tioned in Sec. I, probe methods based on hydrodynamic th
ries that require the inclusion of these more subtle trans
processes, will not be reviewed systematically in this artic

As an illustration, let us consider the diffusion model f
weakly ionized magnetized plasma.75 The model is valid for
a parallel oriented cylindrical probe satisfying the conditio
RLe,i!R and

L

2xe
,R,

L

2~11xi
2!1/2. ~14!

In this regime, the plasma density is disturbed by the pro
in an ellipsoid with semi-axes (R,Rxe) ~electron ellipsoid! in
electron saturation and in an ellipsoid with semi-ax
@L/(2(11xi

2)1/2),L/2# ~ion ellipsoid! in ion saturation. A
sketch of these ellipsoids are shown in Fig. 4. Both ion a

FIG. 4. Regions from which electrons~electron ellipsoid! and ions~ion
ellipsoid! are drawn to the probe. B is the direction of the magnetic fiel
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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electron saturation currents are governed by classical d
sion, and according to Ref. 77 the ion saturation current

I i
sat5

8pene~11Te /Ti !Di~g i
221!1/2

ln@11~12g i
22!1/2/12~12g i

22!1/2#

R

~11xi
2!

.

~15!

Here Di is ion diffusion coefficient~along the magnetic
field!, ne is the unperturbed plasma density, andg i

5L/@2R(11xi
2)1/2#. The electron current is the Bohm sat

ration current77

I e
sat52

4pene~11Ti /Te!De'xeR~12ge
2!1/2

arctan~12ge
22!1/2 . ~16!

Here,De' is the electron diffusion coefficient perpendicul
to the magnetic field andge5L/(2Rxe). In the limit L
!Rxe andTi!Te this equation takes the simple form

I e
sat52

8neRTe

B
, ~17!

whereB is the magnetic field.84 The construction of the tran
sition part of the characteristic is similar to other diffusi
models.16,73This is done by relating the potential overshoo79

in the sheath to the particle fluxes to the probe from
plasma. Definingb as the the ion current normalized by th
ion saturation current,I i5bI i

sat, we can findb ~for a thin
sheath! as a function of probe voltageV from the expression

eV5Ti lnF2peneRLR̄Li n̄ i~12b!

bI i
sat G1Te ln~12b!, ~18!

where R̄Li is the average ion Larmor radius andn̄ i is the
average ion collision rate,R̄Li n̄ i'ATi /(2mi) for xi,1 and
R̄Li n̄ i'ATi /(2mi)/xi for xi.1.85 Similarly a, defined by
I e5aI e

sat, can be found from the equation

eV52Te lnFpeneR
2v̄e~a21!

aI e
sat G2Ti ln~12a!. ~19!

Equations~18! and ~19! are solutions for the case of a th
sheath, similar equations for the case of thick~diffusion!
sheath can be found in Ref. 75.

If 2R.L(11xi
2)21/2, the ion density is perturbed insid

the electron ellipsoid. The expression for the ion saturat
current will coincide with that for electrons@Eq. ~16!#, where
the subscripte is replaced byi, and Eq.~18! is no longer
valid. Since the ion saturation current is very small compa
to the electron saturation current, it is possible to desc
almost the entire characteristic by Eq.~19!.44

C. Sources of errors

A large number of nonideal effects may create errors
probe measurements.6,9,17,21 Each of them has to be exam
ined carefully for particular plasma conditions and a giv
experimental setup. Application of theories, which are
valid for the regime given by the plasma conditions and
probe construction, is a common source of error. For
stance, employment of models for unmagnetized plasm
the presence of magnetic fields may yield significant err
~one order of magnitude! in the density measurements.35 Be-
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low we discuss a few common errors and how they can
remedied. More detailed discussion of errors associated
particular probe techniques will be given in those sectio
where the techniques are described.

1. Influence of probe holder

All probes are mechanically attached to an insulat
probe holder, with the exception of the case when the pr
is a part of the vessel wall. The area of the holder surf
may be much larger than the area of the probe, hence it
influence the plasma much more than the probe tip its
Therefore, the holder design should be chosen to minim
the perturbation of the local plasma properties and pr
measurements. Figures showing examples of bad and g
probe designs can be found in Ref. 17. Holder dimensi
smaller thanle,i provide the least plasma distortion.

In a magnetized plasma the orientation of the hold
plays an important role. To avoid shadowing effects it
advisable to orient the probe holder perpendicular to
magnetic field lines. To orient both probe tip and pro
holder parallel to the field is not recommended.

In general, for estimating the influence of the holder
kinetic equation for plasma with a new boundary must
solved. Unfortunately, it can be done only for special cas
For example, in Ref. 86 an estimate of the distortion of el
tron density by holders in unmagnetized plasma is provid
In this work simple holder geometry and a diffusive regim
for electrons were assumed.

2. Influence of a dirty probe surface

Impurities on the probe surface may contaminate
plasma. They can also provide favorable conditions for
flection and secondary emission of electrons from the pr
surface, leading to distortion of theI –V characteristic.87

Note that the effects of secondary emission can be impor
even for clean probe surface in plasmas withTe.15 eV.88,89

These effects become particularly important for measu
ments under complex plasma conditions. The growth of fil
on the probe surface in chemically active plasma can be
illustration.

The measurement of charged particle distributions
very sensitive to such effects.90,91 Figure 5 presents the en
ergetic part~9–13 eV! of the EDF measured by a molybde
num probe in a neon afterglow plasma.91 Curve 1 shows the
EDF measured by a probe which was cleaned by the
saturation current before the measurements. The maxim
on the curve is due to the fast electrons born in pair co
sions of metastable neon atoms. Curve 2 demonstrates
same measurements conducted with a dirty probe. In
case a spurious negative EDF was observed. Note that cl
ing of the metallic probe by the electron saturation curr
might lead to significant errors in EDF measurements due
hardening of the probe surface. Constructions of direct
indirect heated probes can be found, for example, in R
92–94.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3. Uneven work function over the probe surface

The work function of the probe material can vary
different locations of its surface, for instance due to the po
crystalline structure of the probe.9,95 This might create an
uncertainty in determination of the probe potential. Usua
the difference does not exceed a few hundredth of eV.
presence of such an effect will cause a broadening of
measured probe characteristic of the order;0.1 eV. This
becomes an important effect when measuring very low e
tron or ion temperatures (Te,i,0.1 eV), for example, in af-
terglow plasmas.

4. Finite resistance between reference electrode and
plasma

When we bias the probe we assume that the plasma
tential stays constant, i.e., it is not dependent on the ma
tude of the probe current. However, the plasma between
probe and the reference electrode can have a finite resist
Rp , and the voltage dropVR through the sheath of the re
erence electrode can depend on the probe currentI, sayVR

5VR01RRI . For this circuit the plasma potential in front o
the probe~relative to the potential of the reference probe! is
Vp5VR01(Rp1RR)I . Care should be taken to reduce t
current dependent voltage drop (Rp1RR)I to a level where it
can be neglected. Normally this can be done by miniatu
ing the probe tip~reducingI! and employing a large refer
ence electrode~reducingRR). In cases where this does n
work, for instance if the probe for some reason is large
small tracking electrode in vicinity of the probe can be us
to monitor the dependence of the plasma potential withI.21,96

5. Oscillations of the plasma potential

Distortion of the probe characteristic~and its derivatives,
see Sec. III! due to plasma potential oscillations (Ṽp) can
occur in noisy or rf exited plasmas. This is caused by
nonlinear shape of the characteristic in the transition reg
Such distortions of the characteristic have been studied s
the 1960s.97–101 In noisy plasmas it is necessary to avera
the characteristic over many sweeps in order to obtai
smooth curve. ForeṼp>Te the averaging will lead to a

FIG. 5. Measured EDF in neon afterglow plasma with a molybden
probe, R50.044 mm. Gas pressure was 130 Pa. ‘‘Clean’’ probe~1! and
‘‘dirty’’ probe ~2!.
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broadening of the transition region and to an overestimat
temperature if this region is used for this estimate. For la
negative potentials with respect to the plasma poten
~around the floating potential! the characteristic is not dis
turbed significantly and can more reliably be used to de
mine Te . The effect of plasma potential fluctuations can
studied by introducing the fluctuating part of the potent
~for example, as a sine or square wave! into an analytical
model for theI –V characteristic. Visual examples of suc
modeling can be found in Refs. 15 and 102. To avoid dist
tion of the characteristic in noisy or rf plasmas the interferi
ac voltage in the probe sheath must be eliminated by a c
pensation circuit. Different methods, depending on the f
quency spectrum of the interfering voltage, are reviewed
Refs. 15 and 17~see, also Refs. 103–107!.

6. Influence of I e on the measurements of I i and vice
versa

Plasma parameters can be extracted from eitherI e or I i .
Only the saturation parts of the characteristic~at large nega-
tive or positiveVp) are completely dominated by eitherI i or
I e . In the transition part of the characteristic the probe c
rent is the sum of the ion and electron componentsI 5I e

1I i . Thus, if the transition part is employed for measu
ments ofTe , Ti and charged particle velocity distribution
I e and I i , should be separated. The linear or power extra
lation of the ion current is the simplest approach and of
used in practice. In general, a particular model of ion curr
for actual conditions may be applied for such an extrapo
tion.

A theoretical investigation of the influence of the io
probe current on the EDF measurements was carried ou
Refs. 108 and 109. In these works a collisionless theo39

was applied. It has been shown, for example, that for a M
wellian EDF the ion current does not perturb probe measu
ments for«,6Te .

An analogous calculation can be made for higher pr
sure plasma whenl i,d1h. In this case the ion probe cur
rent can be calculated by applying formulas from Refs.
and 71. Such computations allow us to estimate the ene
range where the measurements of the EDF are reliable.

The influence of the ion current increases with magne
field. This is due to the fact that the current ratioI e /I i de-
creases. That may lead, for instance, to the emergenc
additional false maxima of the measured EDF.110

Measurements by probes of different radii may be ve
useful with respect to improving accuracy.111 For the case
l i,d1h it allows us to improve the measured EDF. In th
caseI i9 is independent of the probe radius. At the same ti
I e9 is proportional to the probe radius. Therefore, the subtr
tion of theI 9 measured by probes of different radii yields
the realI e9 .71 Figure 6 represents the measurements of
EDF in Ne afterglow plasmas by probes of different radii

7. The instrumental functions in probe measurements

The influence of some instrumental spurious effects
the probe measurements ofI, I 8, andI 9 can be estimated by
applying so-called instrumental functions.12,23,90,112–114The
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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results of a measurementI m ~similar for I m8 and I m9 ) is given
as the convolution of the trueI and an instrumental function
A:

I m~V!5E
2`

`

I ~V1!A~V12V!dV1[I * A. ~20!

The true functionsI, I 8 andI 9 may be extracted fromI m , I m8
and I m9 by solving Eq.~20!.114,115In the presence ofl differ-
ent spurious effects, each described by an instrumental f
tion Ak , k51,...,l , the functionA5A1* A2* ...* Al provides
the description of the total distortion of the measuremen
large number of instrumental functions have been descr
in the literature.12,23,90,113,116,117Some arise from the finite
time of measurements,12,118 others from reflection and sec
ondary emission of electrons from the probe surface,90,91and
a third category is due to oscillations of plasma potential102

Based on results of these works, the comparison betw
different methods of measurements of the EDF was mad
Ref. 116.

The instrumental functions can be measured21,91 and al-
low estimates of the overall accuracy of a given probe m
surement. The state of the art in EDF measurements is a
percent accuracy in the relative EDF and 10%–15% in
absolute values.

III. MEASUREMENT OF CHARGED PARTICLE
DISTRIBUTIONS

This section reviews methods for measurement
charged particle velocity distributions. The state of the ar
this field is that it is possible to determine isotropic a
anisotropic electron velocity distribution functions in low
pressure plasmas~up to some hundreds of Pa! and also to
measure electron energy distribution functions at high p
sure~up to tens of thousands of Pa! and in magnetized plas
mas. Information about the energy distribution of ions c
also be obtained in some cases. The results presented in
section are valid only for repulsive probe potential for t
particle species under consideration.

FIG. 6. EDF in neon afterglow plasma. Curves~1! and ~2! are the EDF
calculated with Eq.~27! from measuredI 9. Curve~3! is the corrected EDF.
Curves~1! and ~2! are from the probes withR517.5 and 44mm, respec-
tively. After Ref. 71.
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A. Measurements of EDF

A number of methods exist for measurement of the el
tron energy distribution function. It is possible to recover t
EDF from optical emission spectra.24,119–121In Ref. 122 an
optical probe has been proposed for such measuremen
directional velocity analyzer has been suggested in Ref.
for the measurements of the anisotropic function. Howev
the single electric probe is a widely used instrument for E
measurements.

1. Measurements of isotropic EDF

In unmagnetized plasma the connection between
EDF and probe current is simple in two limits; the collisio
less regime5–9,11,12,17,21,24,25and the nonlocal regime.21,43 In a
transition regime approximate solutions21,68,70 exist and al-
low us to estimate errors of both limits. Measurements b
nonspherical probe with different orientations permit con
mation of the isotropy~or weak anisotropy! of the EDF.

In a weakly magnetized plasma andRLe@L ~for the par-
allel cylindrical probe! or RLe@R ln(L/R) ~for the perpen-
dicular probe! the formulas for the collisionless regime a
valid if le@d.

In a strongly magnetized plasma (l«'@R@RLe) the
same approaches as for the nonlocal regime35,43 can be ap-
plied. In a magnetized plasma, approximate solutions for
transition regime (d';RLe) have also been developed,21,68,70

but not yet verified experimentally.
As the purpose of the probe measurement is to reco

the unperturbed distribution function, the connection b
tween the distribution function on the probe surface and
the undisturbed plasma must be found. This connection
provided by solutions of the Boltzmann equation26

] f

]t
1v"“ f 1

e

me
~E1v3B!"“v f 5S ~21!

in the region disturbed by the probe. Here“ is the gradient
in configuration space,“v in velocity space,E and B are
electric and magnetic fields, andS is a collision term. The
method of solving this equation depends on the probe op
tion regime.

a. Collisionless regime@le@d1h for unmagnetized
plasma, and RLe@L ~parallel probe! or RLe@R ln L/R per-
pendicular probe! for magnetized plasma#. In this case there
are no collisions in the region disturbed by the probe, i
S50 and Eq.~21! reduces to the Vlasov equationd f /dt
50.26 This states that the distribution function~phase-space
density! is conserved along its phase-space trajectory. C
sider a phase-space point (r s ,vs), wherer s is a point on the
probe surface andvs is a velocity whose component alon
the directional normal points into this surface. If the pro
surface is convex, and the potential is repulsive, the co
sponding phase-space trajectory can, in principle, be tra
backwards in time until it ends up in the undisturbed plasm
Let us represent an arbitrary point on this trajectory in
undisturbed plasma by~r ,v!. The conservation of phase
space density implies that

f ~r s ,vs!5 f ~r ,v!, ~22!
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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where f (r ,v)d3rd3v denotes the number of particles in th
phase-space volumed3rd3v. If the velocity distribution in
the undisturbed plasma is isotropic and spatially homo
neous, the phase-space density depends only onv[uvu, or
equivalently, on the kinetic energy«5mv2/2. As discussed
in Sec. II A, for d!l« the total energyW5«2ef(r ), is
approximately conserved along the trajectory through
disturbed region. ThusW5«5«s2eV. Then the right-hand
side of Eq.~22! can be writtenf («s2eV), and by represent
ing vs in terms of the kinetic energy«s and two anglesus and
ws , Eq. ~22! can be written in the form

f ~r s ,«s ,us ,ws!5 f ~«s2eV!. ~23!

Here,us is the angle betweenvs and the directional norma
n̂s pointing into the probe surface, andw is the azimuthal
angle around the axis alongn̂s .

For a convex probe surface the electron current den
can be expressed as

j e5u jeu52eE vs"n̂sf ~r s ,vs!d
3vs , ~24!

where the integration is performed over the half-space
which vs"n̂s.0. Performing the integration in the polar co
ordinates (vs ,us ,ws), using Eq.~23!, and changing to the
integration variableW5 1

2mvs
22eV, yields

j e52
2pe

m2 E
2eV

`

~W1eV! f ~W!dW, ~25!

known as the Langmuir formula. In the case of Maxwelli
distribution function this equation takes the simple form

j e5eneATe /~2pme!exp~2eV/Te!. ~26!

Differentiating Eq.~25! twice we obtain the Druyvestey
formula64

f ~«52eV!52
me

2

2pe3

d2 j e

dV2 . ~27!

Thus, in this case the EDF is proportional to the seco
derivative of j e with respect to the probe potential. Equatio
~27! has been verified and applied in numero
experiments.2–6,8,9,11,16

For example, Fig. 7 presents the result of measurem
of the EDF in energy spacef «(«) obtained by the Druyvest
eyn method. The experiment was performed in a lo
pressure~27 Pa! helium afterglow plasma115 by a cylindrical
probe with a radiusR50.044 mm and lengthL53 cm~curve
1!. The plasma was created by current pulses applied to
electrodes in a glass tube with inner diameter 36 mm
length 22 cm. The pulses were of duration 10ms, magnitude
0.2 A, and repetition frequency 2 kHz. The axis of the pro
coincided with the axis of the discharge tube. The plas
decay time in the afterglow wasta550ms. The measured
EDF was corrected by solving Eq.~20! ~curve 2!. The time
resolution of the method was about 10ms. The peaks on the
EDF are due to ionization collisions of two metastable H*
atoms with the creation of fast electrons.124
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This example illustrates the possibilities inherent in t
method. Probes allow us to conduct investigations of
ementary processes125,126~see Sec. V A!.

b. Nonlocal regime, unmagnetized plasma (l«@d1h
@le). In this case the electrons from the undisturbed plas
move to the probe in the diffusion regime conserving th
total energyW but not the momentum. Since electrons u
dergo many collisions before they reach the probe, the E
near the probe is weakly anisotropic, and hence the two t
expansion~stationary case!

f ~v,r !5 f 0~v,r !1
v

v
"f1~v,r !5 f 0~v,r !1 f 1~v,r !cosq

~28!

is valid.26,42 Here r ,v are coordinates in six-dimensiona
phase space for the electrons,v5uvu, q is the angle between
v and f1 , and f 1(v)5uf1u. It is important to note that the
direction off1 , and hence the angleq, depends on the spee
v.

It is easy to show26 that the expansion coefficientsf 0 and
f1 are the isotropic and directional parts of the EDF, a
integrated over the velocity space these coefficients y
density and fluid velocity~and thus current!, respectively. Let
us normalize the EDF by the electron densityne :

E f ~v,r ,t !dv5ne~r ,t !, ~29!

and choose a spherical coordinate system with axis per
dicular to the probe surface and polar and azimuthal an
denoted asq andw, respectively. Here, the direction of th
axis coincides with the direction off1 .

Substitution of the expansion~28! into the stationary
Boltzmann equation, subsequent multiplication of the res
ing equation byd(cosq) and cosqd(cosq), and integration
over angles, yield equations forf 0 and f1 :

v
3
“"f12

e

3mev
2

]

]v
~v2E"f1!5S0 , ~30!

v“ f 02
eE

me

] f 0

]v
2

e

me
@B3f1#5S1 . ~31!

FIG. 7. EDF in energy~fast part! in a helium low-pressure~27 Pa! after-
glow plasma. Magnitude of current pulses is 0.2 A, repetition frequency
kHz, ta550ms, R50.044 mm andL53 cm. Curve~1! is EDF obtained by
Druyvesteyn method. Curve~2! is the same corrected by solving Eq.~20!.
After Ref. 115.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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To find the probe current we need to solve Eqs.~30! and~31!
for f1 on the probe surface. Simple Krook collision term
S05dnaf 0 andS152naf1 ,42,43are used and the backgroun
electric field is neglected, soE52¹f~r !, where f is the
potential variation introduced by the probe. Note, in E
~30! and~31! f 0 andf1 are functions of particle speedv and
r . Alternatively, we can change variables fromv to « in these
equations and express the functions asf̂ 0(«,r ) and f̂1(«,r ).
Since f̂1→0 asr→`, we have thatf̂ 0(«,r→`)5 f («). As
this regime is nonlocal~energy is conserved in collisions!, it
is further useful to change variables from« to W5«2ef, so
that we havef 0(W,r )[ f̂ 0(«,r )5 f̂ 0(W1ef(r ), r !. With
this transformation of variablesf1 can be eliminated from
Eqs. ~30! and ~31!, which in the region near the probe re
duces to the stationary diffusion equation43

S ]

]r D
W

"FDe~r !"S ] f 0

]r D
W
G50, ~32!

where partial differentiation is with respect tor under con-
stantW ~not constantv). Here the diffusion coefficientDe

5v3/(3na)5(2«/m)3/2/(3na) is a function of the kinetic
energy, but since«5W1ew(r ) is a function of space for
constantW, we write thatDe5De(r ) in Eq. ~32!.

The boundary condition on a fully absorbing probe s
face is f 0(W,r s)50. This is an acceptable diffusiv
approximation6,10,36,66because the electron density at the s
face is very small compared with its value in the undisturb
plasma wheref 0(W,r→`)5 f̂ 0(«,r→`)5 f («).

For a spherical or cylindrical probes Eq.~32! becomes
one-dimensional10 and f 0 is a function of r, where r is a
distance from the point in the plasma to the center of
spherical probe or to the axis of the cylindrical probe. T
solution of Eq.~32! provides the probe current density

j e52
8pe

3me
2 E

2eV

` W f0~W!dW

C~W,V!
, ~33!

where f 0(W)[ f 0(W,r→`) and the diffusion parameterC
is

C~W,V!5
1

le
E

R

A AWDe~W!dr

~r /R!YAW1ef~r !De@W1ef~r !#

~34!

and Y51, A5pL/4 for the cylindrical probe andY52, A
5` for the spherical probe. From Eq.~34! we observe that,
in general, it is necessary to know the profile of the ne
probe potentialf(r ), which can be calculated by solvin
jointly the equation of motion for ions and the Poiss
equation.10,75

For a thin sheath (h!d) we have thatf(r )'0 through-
out most of the integration volume, and can be neglecte
Eq. ~34!. The same simplification of the integral forC is
obtained forvDe5const ~argon plasma! for any h. In both
cases Eq.~33! reduces to

j e52
8pe

3me
2Rk

E
2eV

`

le~W!W f0~W!dW, ~35!
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wherek5 ln(pL/4R) for the cylindrical probe andk51 for
the spherical probe. The following equation has been
tained from Eq.~35!:43

f ~«52eV!5 f 0~W52eV!5
3me

2Rk

8ple~2eV!Ve3

d je
dV

.

~36!

The influence of sheath thicknessh on the measurement
can be investigated by solving model problems. It w
shown in Refs. 21 and 70 that in regimes II~b! and II~c!, Eqs.
~35! and ~36! are still valid for a very thick sheath (h
;30R). In this case the errors are small for energies hig
thanTe . For regime II~a! (l«@h@le@d) the Druyvesteyn
Eq. ~27! should be used.

Thus, in diffusive regimes II~b!, II~c!, and II~d! the EDF
can be determined from the measureddIe /dV independently
of the sheath thickness and in II~a! from dIe

2/dV2. Equation
~36! has been applied for EDF measurements in Refs.
127, and 128.

c. Nonlocal regime, strongly magnetized plasm
@l«(R Le /le)@R@R Le#. In this case Eq.~32! remains valid
but the diffusion coefficient is replaced by a tensor.26,42This
equation was solved in Ref. 43 for a cylindrical probe o
ented along the magnetic field. The near-probe sheath
assumed to be thin. With boundary conditions similar to
previous~unmagnetized! case, the solution of Eq.~32! yields

I e~V!52
64A2peR

3veme
5/2 E

2eV

`

W3/2f 0~W!dW, ~37!

whereve is the electron cyclotron frequency. From this e
pression the EDF can be found as

f 0~W52eV!5
3veme

5/2

64A2pe2R~eV!3/2

dIe

dV
. ~38!

A similar formula for a perpendicular oriented probe h
been obtained in35

f 0~W52eV!5
3me

2 ln~pL/4R!

16p2e3VRLe

dIe

dV
, ~39!

whereRLe is Lazmore radius of an electron with energyeV.
In Ref. 21 it was demonstrated that Eqs.~38! and ~39! are
still valid for the case of thick sheathh@R. Thus, in the case
of strongly magnetized plasma, the EDF is proportional
the first derivative ofI e . This resembles the situation in
high-pressure plasma. For example, Fig. 8 presents the r

FIG. 8. EDF in velocity in a strongly magnetized~0.3 T! helium low-
pressure~0.2 Pa! plasma.R50.25 andL55 mm. After Ref. 35.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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of measurements~after Ref. 35! of the EDF in velocity space
~as a function of«! in a strongly magnetized~;0.3 T!, low-
pressure~;0.2 Pa! helium plasma. The cylindrical probe ha
radiusR50.25 mm and lengthL55 mm. Equations~38! and
~39! were applied to the measuredI -V characteristics. From
the figure it appears that the measured EDF is a t
temperature Maxwellian with suppressed tail. It seems th
theoretical model developed for these conditions can pre
such a tail of EDF.129

d. The transition regime for unmagnetized plasm
(le;d). In this case the EDF near the probe devia
strongly from spherical symmetry and thus, expansion~28! is
not valid. To calculate the probe current the solution of
full kinetic equation~21! is required, which is a very com
plicated problem. The situation is analogous to the Mi
problem,130 which has been investigated in the theory of
diation transfer in stellar atmospheres, neutron transfe
nuclear reactors,36,66 and diffusion of charged particles i
gases.36,65,131,132In those articles it was demonstrated that t
approximate electron current can still be obtained from
diffusion equation~32!, but with special boundary condition
on the probe surface:

f 0~W,R!5g0f 1~W,R!52g0leS ] f 0

]r D
W

. ~40!

Here, g0 is a geometrical factor depending onR/le . For
isotropic scattering in unmagnetized plasmag0 decreases
monotonically from 4/3 to 0.71 asR/le increases from 0 to
`. The detailed behavior ofg0 between these limits wa
calculated in Ref. 66. For the cylindrical probeg0 can be
approximated as follows:35

g05
4

3
20.62e2le/2R. ~41!

The solution of Eq.~32! with boundary conditions given by
Eq. ~40! yields

j e52
8pe

3me
2 E

2eV

` ~W1eV! f 0~W!dW

g01~11eV/W!C~W,V!
, ~42!

where the expression forC(W,V) is the same as Eq.~34!.
For the casevDe5const orh!d, Eq. ~42! reduces to

j e52
8pe

3me
2 E

2eV

` ~W1eV! f 0~W!dW

g01~Rk/le!~11eV/W!
. ~43!

For le@d, Eq. ~43! reduces to Eq.~25! ~collisionless re-
gime! and forle!d it reduces to Eq.~33! ~nonlocal regime!.
Thus, to determine the EDF in the general~transition! case it
is necessary to solve the integral Eq.~42!, which can be a
quite complicated task. In practice, however, it might
more convenient to choose the appropriate probe size, w
will allow application of the formula for either the collision
less or the nonlocal regime. The formulas for the transit
case have been applied for determining limits of validity
theories for collisionless and nonlocal regime.21 It was dem-
onstrated that in unmagnetized plasma for a cylindrical pr
Eq. ~27! is applicable if
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le>
3R

4
lnS pL

4RD ~44!

and Eq.~36! is valid for

le<
R

7
lnS pL

4RD!l« . ~45!

2. Measurements of anisotropic EDF

In this case the methods for measurements of anisotr
EDF are rather well developed for a low-pressure plas
le@d@h. Note that for a high-pressure plasma the deg
of anisotropy is usually small. The method of measurem
depends on the shape of the probe. A synopsis of the theo
for a spherical probe in a plasma with anisotrop
EDF7,133,134and for a plane~i.e., flat one-sided! probe134,135

are given below.
In a strongly anisotropic plasma the two term expans

of the EDF given by Eq.~28! is invalid. In this case the
distribution functionf (v) can be given as an expansion
spherical harmonics.42,136 For the case of axial symmetr
with axis z parallel to the directed velocity~for example, in
absence of magnetic fieldz is parallel to electric fieldE! we
can representf (v) as f («,q). In this case the dependence o
the angleq betweenv and the cylinder axis can be expand
in Legendre polynomials:

f ~«,q!5(
j 50

`

f j~«!Pj~cosq!. ~46!

The physical meaning of the coefficientsf j and their connec-
tion to fluid moments can be found in Ref. 42. We can s
from Eq.~46! that if all these coefficients could be measure
one could recover the entire anisotropic distribution functio
However, measurement of a few of the first coefficients
the expansion yields a good approximation.

a. Flat one-sided probe.The method was developed fo
a plasma with axisymmetric EDF137 but may be also ex-
tended to a plasma with arbitrary EDF.135 The method is
valid for h!d ~thin sheath! andle@d ~collisionless case! or
in the presence of weak magnetic field (RLe@d). To measure
f j the following must be done. The second derivativej e9 of
the probe current with respect to the voltage~for 2eV.0) is
measured for different anglesF0 . HereF0 is an angle be-
tween the axis of plasma symmetry and the outer nor
to the collecting plane of the probe. The measur
j e9(2eV,cosF0) allows coefficientsf j to be calculated. For-
mulas for such calculations are quite cumbersome and
provided in Refs. 135 and 137. For illustration we give he
the expression forf 0

f 0~2eV!52
m2

4pe3 E
21

1

j e9~2eV,cosF0!d~cosF0!.

~47!

The method is valid for arbitrary degree of anisotropy
the EDF. In the case of a strongly anisotropic function t
measurements for a rather large number of different an
F0 can increase the accuracy of the EDF estimate. Howe
the accuracy of thef j measurements is limited by the acc
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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racy of the experiment and becomes more inaccurate
higher values of the indexj. In Ref. 137 the optimal numbe
of angles and an upper practical limit on indexj were esti-
mated.

This method has been applied for measurements of
drift velocity as a function of electron energy in noble g
plasma discharges138 and for studies of the momentum rela
ation of electron fluxes.139 Investigations of momentum re
laxation can provide differential cross sections of elect
atomic ~molecule! collisions ~see Sec. V A for details!. Ap-
plication of the method has also provided EDF measu
ments in noble-gas short length discharges140–142and in hol-
low cathode arcs.143

Studies of EDF anisotropy in a magnetized plasma w
performed in Refs. 22, 144. In Ref. 22 deviation of the ED
from spherical symmetry was found only for low energy~,4
eV! electrons. However, the Larmor radius of these electr
is smaller than the probe dimension, hence the applicatio
the model might not be valid. The diffusion of low energ
electrons to the probe could cause apparent anisotropy o
EDF for this energy range.

Figure 9 demonstrates angular distribution of the E
~in arbitrary units! for electron energy 20 eV.145 The mea-
surements were conducted in a low-pressure~65 Pa! helium
discharge positive column for discharge current equal to
A.138 The vacuum vessel was a glass hot cathode disch
tube of diameter 3 cm and length 40 cm. In the figure,
plasma symmetry axis coincides with thex axis.

b. Spherical probe.For the caseh!R a spherical probe
measures the EDF in speed or in energy~the coefficientf 0)
in a plasma with arbitrary-symmetry EDF. An approach sim
lar to that in the previous paragraph yields an analog
Druyvesteyn’s equation64

f 0~2eV!52
m2

8p2R2e3

d2I e

dV2 . ~48!

FIG. 9. Angular distribution of EDF~in arbritrary units! for electrons with
energy 20 eV in a low-pressure~65 Pa! helium discharge positive column
for discharge current equal to 0.5 A. The plasma symmetry axis coinc
with x axis.
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If the conditionh!R is not fulfilled, Eq. ~48! is only
valid for a spherically symmetric probe sheath.7,146 This is
true, for instance, in a plasma which has isotropic EDF
all electrons with exception of a low density high energy ta

This method has been applied to constrict
discharges.146,147Figure 10 presents the EDF in energy spa
in a low-pressure~13 Pa! hydrogen constricted arc discharg
Two peaks of the EDF corresponding to energy of 22 and
eV are due to electrons accelerated by the electric field in
constricted region of the plasma.

B. Measurements of IDF

Measurements of the IDF in a plasma are more com
cated than the measurements of the EDF. The ion probe
rent ~and its derivatives! for appropriate probe potentials i
usually much smaller than the electron current~and its de-
rivatives!. This is caused by the large difference between
electron and ion mass (me /mi!1) and their mean-free path
(l i,le). Therefore, in general, it is difficult to extract th
ion current from the total probe current. Furthermore,
measurement of the IDF,F(«), is possible only for much
lower gas pressure than that for the EDF, since all meth
are based on an analog of the Druyvesteyn Eq.~27!:

F~ ueVu!5
mi

2

2pe3 Ud2 j i

dV2U, ~49!

which requires thatl i@d1h. We emphasize again that the
is no nonlocal regime for ions. Nevertheless, IDF measu
ments are possible in particular cases for which the sec
derivative of electron currentj e9 is suppressed in the ion re
tardation region of the characteristic. We consider a few
these cases below.

1. Plasma with negative ions

Measurements of the IDF for negative ions by using E
~49! have been carried out, for instance, in Ref. 148, a
results of such measurements have been reviewed in
149. Figure 11 illustrates typical results of th
measurements.149 Note that for low energies~,0.1 eV! the
errors might be significant, for example due to finite condu
tivity of the plasma, and cause false additional peaks on
IDF or EDF.150

es

FIG. 10. EDF in a low-pressure~13 Pa! hydrogen constricted arc plasma a
the discharge axis.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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2. Electronless plasma

Such plasma can arise, for example, in afterglow of el
tronegative gas discharges.151,152Results of measurements o
the IDF for positive and negative ions in the plasma
given in Refs. 152 and 153. However, the accuracy of
measurements cannot be high, as it is difficult to sepa
currents of positive and negative ions from each other~both
currents are of the same magnitude!.

3. Magnetized plasma

As we have seen in Sec. II A, the electron current
strongly suppressed in a magnetized plasma. The ion cu
is affected significantly less by the magnetic field sinceRLi

@RLe . Moreover, the ratio between electron and ion curre
depends on the probe orientation with respect to the m
netic field, which creates a possibility to separate the curre
or their derivatives and, thus, to measure the IDF. For
purpose, different constructions have be
developed23,154–156utilizing electric or magnetic fields an
special probe designs. The discussion of these and o
probe constructions can be found in Sec. IV B. As a r
these methods cannot provide detailed IDF measurem
but rather estimates ofTi .

A probe proposed in Ref. 156 has been modified in R
157 into a plug probe for IDF measurements. It consists o
cylindrical rod with insulating end plugs~Fig. 12!, and is
operated by obtaining the current-voltage characteristic
its first and second derivatives for different orientations
the rod with respect to the magnetic field. The plugs prev

FIG. 11. Typical result of measurements of ln(2j9) in a SF6 /Ar plasma
with negative ions. Curve~1! corresponds to ions withTi50.5 eV and curve
~2! to electrons withTe55 eV.

FIG. 12. Sketch of the plug probe. Ceramic layer~1!, molybdenum wire~2!,
and ceramic insulating plug~3!.
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electrons reaching the ends of the probe. When the ro
oriented parallel to the magnetic field, the electron curren
significantly reduced, so that the ion current becomes do
nant. If RLi@L, the IDF can then be measured. For perpe
dicular orientation the probe works practically as a us
Langmuir probe, as the area of the covered end surfac
much less than the total probe area. In that case the EDF
be measured. By rotating the probe gradually from paralle
perpendicular one observes that the electron part of the c
acteristic increases, while the ion part remains unchang
This clearly demonstrates how one can separate the ion
rent from the electron current.

A typical result of measurements ofj 9 by a plug probe is
presented in Fig. 13.158 The measurements were carried o
in the simple magnetized torus ‘‘Blaamann’’35 with helium
pressure 0.4 Pa and magnetic field 0.01 T, correspondin
RLi513 mm for « i50.2 eV. A molybdenum probe with ra
dius 0.125 mm and length 4 mm was used. The radius of
ceramic end plugs was 0.5 mm.

With some modification the plug probe could also
used to measure the IDF in an unmagnetized low-pres
plasma, for instance by constructing a probe arrangem
that produces its own local magnetic field. The size of
entire construction should be less thenl i for application of
Eq. ~49!.

C. Details of EDF and IDF measurements

We have seen that reconstruction of the EDF or ID
requires measurement of electron probe-currentI e , ion
probe-currentI i or their derivatives with respect to prob
potential V. In most studies of distribution functions on
makes use of the Druyvesteyn formula, henceI 95d2I /dV2

is measured. There are several methods for obtainingI 9,
among these are probe-current modulation, differentiat
amplifiers, and analog numerical differentiation. Natural
the same methods can be applied for the determination
first derivativeI 8. A combination of these methods is als
possible. Numerical differentiation with additional smoot
ing may also be applied.159,160

FIG. 13. Typical result of measurements ofj 9 in a magnetized helium (p
50.4 Pa, B50.01 T) plasma. Curve~2! corresponds to ions withTi

50.1 eV and curve~1! to electrons withTe51 eV. After Ref. 158.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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1. Probe-current modulation methods

Probe-current modulation methods have been ex
sively applied in the past.5–9,11,17,21,24They allow measure-
ments to be conducted in stationary plasma and in pla
with periodically changing properties.

In these methods a small amplitude alternating volta
DV ~modulating signal! super-imposed on the steady bi
probe potentialV is applied to the probe and a given ha
monic of the probe current is measured. If the amplitude
the modulating signal is sufficiently small, the magnitude
the harmonic component is proportional toI 8 or I 9. In prac-
tice, two forms of the modulating signals have been wid
applied:

DV152U1 cosVt ~50!

and

DV25A2U2~11sinV1t !sinV2t, ~51!

where V2@V1 .161–163 For the first signal, expanding th
probe current

I ~V12U1 cosVt !

5@ I ~V!1U1
2I 9~V!1¯#1@2U1I 81U1

3I-1¯#

3cosVt1FU1
2I 91

1

3
U1

4I 991¯Gcos 2Vt1¯ ~52!

and retaining only the leading term for each harmonic,
can see that the magnitude of the frequency componentV is
proportional toI 8, and that on frequency 2V is proportional
to I 9. Similarly it can be shown that for the second signal t
magnitude of the harmonic on frequencyV1 is proportional
to I 9. In the general case, the measuredI 8 or I 9 are the
convolutions of the realI 8 or I 9 and instrumental functions
~see Sec. II C!.

Figure 14 represents a possible block diagram for
method.21 Block 1 gives the smooth ramp-up of the pro
potentialV. The switchK1 connects the probe to the me
surement circuit, and is closed for durationt longer than the
duration t i of the measurement. The modulating signal
Eq. ~50! is created by block 2. The switchK2 applies the
modulating signal to the probe during a time intervaltm ,
where t i,tm,t. This attenuates the transient processes

FIG. 14. Block-diagram for a probe-current modulation method. The sc
matic shows the electronics for the opamp circuit with tuning at the
quency 2V. Using a diode as a simulation for the plasma the circuit had
accuracy in calculatingd2I /dV2 of a few percent. After Ref. 21.
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the probe circuit and reduces noise. The measuring sys
consists of a measuring resistorRm , a switchK3 ~which is
closed for the duration of measurementst i), an integrating
capacitorC1 , an amplifierA1 with high input resistance, an
a resonance feedback circuit at the frequency 2V, filter 7 for
suppressing of the frequencyV, narrow-band amplifier 3 a
the frequency 2V, phase detector 4~or equivalently, lock-in
amplifier!, and measuring device 5. Block 6 generates
frequency 2V and the system registers this frequency. Res
tor Ri calibrates the measuring device.

2. Analog numerical differentiation

Numerical differentiation is based on the finite diffe
ence schemes

I 85@ I ~V1DV!2I ~V!#/DV ~53!

and

I 95@ I ~V1DV!1I ~V2DV!22I ~V!#/DV2 ~54!

or some more sophisticated schemes.136 Discussion of vari-
ous circuits for numerical differentiation can be found
Refs. 21, 164, and 165.

3. Differential amplifiers

The method is based on the use of a differential circ
The probe is swept linearly in time anddI/dV;dI/dt. A
typical network is presented in Fig. 15. To cutoff the hig
frequency components and to reduce noise a limitation
bandwidth is required. This is done by introducing addition
elementsR2 and C2 in a standard differentiating circuit.17

Details of the method can be found in Ref. 17 and referen
therein. This method allows fast measurements in nonstat
ary plasmas.

4. Measurements of distribution functions

In measurements of EDF or IDF the following ste
should be taken.

~1! For given experimental conditions it is necessary
choose appropriate size and orientation~in magnetized plas-
mas! of the probe in order to ensure that the probe opera
in one of the regimes described in Sec. III A.

-
-
n FIG. 15. A bandwidth limited differentiating network.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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~2! The measurements ofI 8 for the nonlocal case andI 9
for the collisionless case should be performed, for instan
by one of the methods described above.

~3! The plasma potential should be determined. Me
ods for such measurements are different for collisionless
nonlocal regimes and described in detail in Sec. IV D.

~4! For a given plasma potential, it is possible to recov
the distribution function by applying the appropriate formu
of Sec. III A.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF FLUID OBSERVABLES

This section deals with methods for measurements
fluid observables defined as statistical moments of the ve
ity distribution function. This includes electron number de
sity n, electron and ion fluid velocityue,i , and electron and
ion temperatureTe,i52/3̂ «&, where^«& is the mean particle
kinetic energy. In the fluid equations these observables
pear as time-dependent fields in configuration space, a
with the electromagnetic fields. For this reason the elec
static field~or rather the electric plasma potentialf! will be
treated as a fluid observable in this section. If high freque
magnetic fields play an important role in the phenomena
served, electric probes should be applied with care.

The measurement of fluid velocity constitutes a parti
lar problem. The direct measurement of the anisotropic p
of the velocity distribution function is generally very com
plicated, and can seldom be performed in practice~see Sec.
III A 2 !. Simpler methods exist, like the so-called Ma
probe. This, and a few other methods are briefly discusse
Sec. IV F.

A. Electron temperature

We start by determining the electron temperature fr
the single probe characteristic. We shall consider three
gimes of probe operation in accordance with Sec. II.

In thecollisionless regime, the EDF can be recovered b
applying the Druyvesteyn Eq.~27! if it is isotropic, or by
methods mentioned in Sec. III for the anisotropic function.
both cases we can define^«& and thusTe as an integral over
the distribution function.

If the EDF is Maxwellian the electron current has exp
nential behavior for repulsive potentials and thusIe(V)
5 ln Ie(V) is a linear function~Fig. 16!. In this caseTe can
easily be found from the slope of the linear part as

Te5e
dV

dIe
. ~55!

Since we measure the total currentI 5I e1I i , the ion com-
ponentI i should be subtracted fromI to obtain the EDF. The
influence of ion current is discussed in Sec. II. OftenI i

sat

!I e
sat and the ion current is crudely approximated as a lin

function in the transition region. Another method to take in
account the ion current is to measure the first or second
rivatives of the total current with respect to the probe pot
tial. Slow change ofI i in the transition region allows one t
extend the energy interval where influence of ion current
be neglected.
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In the nonlocal regime, we also can obtain the EDF an
thus determineTe as ^«&. According to the expressions de
rived from kinetic theory, increasing pressure@Eq. ~35!# or
magnetic field@Eq. ~37!# makes the electron current gro
more slowly withV than exponential, in particular near th
plasma potential. Figure 16 shows the deviation from
straight line~Langmuir case! of the semilog plot of electron
current given by the nonlocal model@Eq. ~37!#. It is seen that
for high negative potentials (V,23Te /e, i.e., around the
floating potential! ln Ie(V) does behave like a straight line bu
with a smaller slope than that in the Langmuir case. T
application of Eq.~55! to this region can yieldTe overesti-
mated up to 30%. For larger negative potentials the ion co
ponent becomes important and starts to contribute to er
in Te measurements.

We find a similar situation in thehydrodynamic regime,
since most of probe models for this regime are diffusive. T
typical diffusive model@by Rozhanskii, Eq.~19!# for weakly
ionized magnetized plasma is chosen to demonstrate the
viation of electron current from the exponential behavi
Again, we can see in Fig. 16 that the deviation of the slo
from the Langmuir case is less for large negative potent
and the model shows a straight line parallel to the one gi
by the nonlocal model for these potentials. Thus, also in
regimeTe obtained from applying Eq.~55! to this region can
be overestimated up to 30%. It is argued in Refs. 44, 1
and 167 that the model predicts linear behavior of the ch
acteristic in the transition region~corresponding to
23Te /e,V,0 in Fig. 16! and Te can be found then with
higher accuracy than from Eq.~55!. As an illustration, the
electron current from the diffusive model for fully ionize
magnetized plasma by Stangeby16,78 ~with classical diffusion
coefficient! is also presented in the same figure, showing
behavior similar to the models discussed above.

Since all models provide expressions for the elect
current~corrected for the ion contribution!, they can be fit to
the experimental characteristic to yield correctTe . In prin-

FIG. 16. Semilog plot of electron current given by Langmuir formula a
diffusive ~nonlocal@Eq. ~37!#, Rozhanskii@Eq. ~19!#, Stangeby Refs. 16 and
78! models. Current is normalized by Bohm electron saturation currentI e

sat.
All curves are calculated for the same plasma parameters with clas
diffusion coefficient.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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ciple, such a fit can provideTe , Ti , and ne . In practice,
however, to extract the ion temperature can be very probl
atic, and somea priori information aboutTi is often re-
quired.

In fluctuating plasma thedouble probe168 might be very
useful for measurements of the electron temperature. It c
sists of two probes biased with respect to each other (V is
swept! but insulated from ground so the entire system flo
~see Fig. 17!. The advantage of such probe is that it does
require a reference electrode and, therefore, can be appli
the electrode-less plasmas like rf or space plasmas. In
limit Sp

(1)@Sp
(2) , where Sp

(1) and Sp
(2) are probe areas, th

double probe is equivalent to the single probe. Here we s
consider the case whenSp

(1) does not differ much fromSp
(2) .

A schematic of the potential distribution between the pro
is shown in Fig. 18~for a givenV). Since the system floats
both probes are negative with respect to plasma potentia
order to prevent a net electron current. The typical charac
istic is presented in Fig. 19. From this figure we can see
the total current to the system can never be greater than
saturation current, since any electron current must be
anced by an ion current. That has the advantage of minim
ing the disturbance of the plasma and the power flux to
probe. However, the fact that the probe collects electr

FIG. 17. Sketch of the double system (P1 andP2, inside the dashed con
tour! and independently floating probeP3. V1 f measures theP3 to P1
potential. All probes yield the triple probe system.

FIG. 18. Schematic of the potential distribution between probesP1 andP2.
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only from the tail of the EDF, without sampling the bul
distribution, affects the accuracy of theTe measurements
Following Ref. 6 we consider here only the theory for t
double probe in the case when both tips are operated in
collisionless regime. DefiningI i

(1) , I e
(1) , I i

(2) , andI e
(2) as the

ion and electron currents to the probes 1 and 2~all are de-
fined with positive sign!, we have the condition of the float
ing systemI i

(1)1I i
(2)2I e

(1)2I e
(2)50 and the current in the

loop ~total current! I 5I e
(1)2I i

(1)5I i
(2)2I e

(2) . Applying the
latter equation along with the Langmuir formula Eq.~26! for
the electron current to both probes, we end up with the
pression

F dI

dVG
V50

5
e

Te

I i
~1!
•I i

~2!

~ I i
~1!1I i

~2!!
. ~56!

Here,I i
(1) and I i

(2) are assumed to be independent ofV, i.e.,
both probes are negative enough to collect the ion satura
currents. From Eq.~56! Te can be obtained from the slope
V50 and the measured magnitudes ofI i

(1) and I i
(2) . The

derivation was simplified by assuming the ion current to
independent of voltage, which is the case only if the pro
sheath is thin. Determination ofTe for realistic sheaths, i.e.
for the case whenI i is a function ofV, was considered in
Ref. 9. The effect of ion collisions was taken into accou
in,169 where it was shown that forl i /d→0 the errors do not
exceed 15%. Even though Eq.~56! was derived from the
Langmuir formula, the only relevant feature of that formu
is the exponential behavior of the electron current forV
around the floating potential. Since the diffusive theor
give a similar current behavior in this potential range, b
with apparentTe overestimated by approximately 30%~see
Fig. 16!, the error of applying Eq.~56! in regimes where the
diffusive theories are appropriate, should be of this order.
course, similar derivations as that leading to Eq.~56! could
be made for the double probe in the diffusive regime
application of the appropriate models for the probe char
teristic.

A swept double probe technique first described in R
170 can be used for temperature fluctuation measureme
The technique is based on a fit of the measured root-me
square of current fluctuations as a function of voltage acr
two identical probe tips to a six-parameter model for t
current fluctuations.171,172

A triple probe permitting instantaneousTe measure-
ments was proposed in Ref. 173. This technique requires

FIG. 19. Typical characteristic of double probe with different tips ar
(Sp

(2).Sp
(1)).
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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floating double probe system (P1,P2) and one probe (P3)
floating independently~Fig. 17!. All probes are identical and
the double probe system is biased negatively enough to
lect the ion saturation current. Such a system provides th
points on theI -V characteristic~Fig. 20! from whichTe can
be obtained by

Te'e~V12Vf !/ ln 2. ~57!

Here, Vf and V1 are potentials of floating and positivel
biased probes, respectively. The fact that this method d
not require sweeping of the probe potentials, and almos
data processing, has made it widely used forTe fluctuation
measurements. The accuracy of this method can be affe
by various factors. In derivation of Eq.~57! it was assumed
that the areas of the probe tips are equal, that the ion cur
is independent of probe potential, and that there are no
dients in plasma potential, electron temperature, and den
arising due to the spatial separation of the tips. Violation
any of these assumptions introduces error. Estimates of
errors are provided in Refs. 173–175. In Ref. 174 the eff
of ion current and ion temperature is considered for the c
of a collisionless plasma in the orbital motion limit. In Re
175, it is demonstrated that a significant plasma poten
gradient might give rise to negative temperature. The se
tivity of the method to inhomogeneities in the plasma a
leads to phase delay and decorrelation effects. In a ma
tized plasma the effect of shadowing can also destroy
measurements. Some solutions for these problems have
suggested in Refs. 175–180.

If the sweep timetsw is much shorter than the typica
fluctuation time scaletsw!t f l , it is possible to obtain ‘‘in-
stantaneous’’ values of density, electron temperature,
plasma potential from the characteristic of a sing
probe.181–185The method is very attractive for experimenta
ists since all information is acquired from a single probe a
thus all problems arising from the spatial separation of
tips are avoided. Since a finite timet is required for the
charge carriers to acquire their equilibrium distribution,9 the
probe cannot be swept faster than this time. If this condit
is not satisfied, different dynamic effects on the probe ch
acteristic start to play a role, for example, th
displacement,9,186 polarization187,188 and stray capacitive

FIG. 20. Part of probe characteristic for potentials below the plasma po
tial Vp with three points (V2 , Vf , and V1) utilized in the triple probe
method.
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currents.184 Often, the critical sweep frequency can be es
mated and contributions from these currents can be avo
by sweeping at lower frequencies. The problem of stray
pacitance can be solved, for instance, by using a refere
probe outside the plasma.184,189

When applying a fast sweep probe in magnetized plas
and the probe is in the hydrodynamic regime~the same is
valid for high pressure plasma!, electrons diffuse to the prob
and the stationary density profile is established on a t
scalet5L2/D.44 HereL is a diffusion length andD is dif-
fusion coefficient. We can then obtain an upper limit on t
sweep frequency from the estimate

t5
a2

8D'

5
a2ve

2

8ne
2D i

5
3a2ve

2

8v2ne
~58!

~Ref. 44!, whereD' and D i are classical diffusion coeffi-
cients perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field,
spectively. Thus, time sweep must be chosen to satisfy b
conditionseVswt/Te!tsw!t f l simultaneously. Here,Vsw is
the voltage range of the sweep.

The generation of harmonics of the driving frequen
due to nonlinearity of the probe characteristic can serve a
diagnostic tool.190 The method is sometimes calledthe har-
monic techniqueand has been applied in number
investigations.190–192The basis of the technique is as follow
A sinusoidal voltage sweep,V1 sinvt, with the amplitudeV1

is substituted into the Langmuir expression for electron c
rent. The mean probe voltage is kept close to the float
potential. For these potentials the ion current is assume
be independent of probe voltage. Taking into account that
periodic exponential term can be written in terms of modifi
Bessel functionsI n(z) of integer ordern:

ex cosvt5I 0~x!12(
n51

`

I n~x!cos~nvt !, ~59!

it is easy to show190–192 that the ac component of the tota
current will be proportional to the second term of Eq.~59!,
wherex5eV1 /Te . The dc current arising from the first term
of that equation is called the sheath rectification current. T
evaluation ofTe is possible from the ratio of any two mea
sured harmonics of the current oscillations since theV1 is
known. An analysis of Taylor expanded Bessel functio
made in Refs. 191 and 192 demonstrated thatTe can be
obtained from the ratio of the first two harmonics as

Te5
eV1

4

I 1

I 2
~60!

with error of about 1% foreV1 /Te50.5 and 5% foreV1

5Te . To resolve the time variations of the electron tempe
ture the ac signal must have high frequency, hence the ab
discussion of the limitations of the sweep frequency rema
relevant also for the harmonic method. Probe theories
magnetized plasma16,44 might require a more complicate
analysis for estimatingTe .

Temperature fluctuations can also be found from
floating potential generally given byVf5Vp2mTe /e1V0 ,
wherem and V0 are assumed to be constants. Conventi
ally, the position ofVf with respect toVp is calculated as-

n-
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suming random current with acoustic velocity for ions a
Langmuir formula for electrons, and in this caseV050. In
magnetized plasma, however, the current ratio, and, th
fore, m and V0 , depend on the magnetic field strength a
the probe size and orientation. The validity of this formu
can be verified andm andV0 can be determined experimen
tally for given plasma conditions. To do so one can meas
time averagedV̄f2V̄p as a function of averagedT̄e in vari-
ous locations in the plasma with different electron tempe
ture. The coefficientsm and V0 are then obtained by fitting
the data to a linear function. An example of such measu
ments is presented in Fig. 21. The same can be done
analytical model of the probe characteristic is available
the given experimental conditions. The fluctuating part ofTe

is given as

T̃e5e
Ṽp2Ṽf

m
. ~61!

Note that inaccuracies inm only affect the amplitude ofT̃e

but not its spectral characteristics and phase. Indepen
measurements of the time averaged plasma potentialV̄p and
its fluctuationsṼp can be provided by probes described
the next section; ion sensitive probes, emissive probes,
others. In Refs. 193 and 194 a plug probe was utilized
measuring plasma potential fluctuations. To obtain gre
difference between the signals from the probe measuring
plasma potential and the probe measuring floating poten
and thus more accurateT̃e measurement, the latter was or
ented perpendicular to the magnetic field~see Fig. 22!. In
general, any pair of probes, for example, one parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field, can be used to findT̃e

without measuringṼp . By applying Eq. ~61! to the two
probes we find

T̃e5e
Ṽf 12Ṽf 2

m22m1
, ~62!

assuming that theT̃e and Ṽp are the same at the two prob
positions. Thus the probes will have to be located very cl
to each other. There are some advantages of this me

FIG. 21. Experimental measurements ofm for cylindrical Molybdenum
probe withR50.25 andL55 mm oriented perpendicular to the magne
field B50.15 T. Plasma parameters are helium pressurep50.3 Pa, the typi-
cal plasma density isn;331017 m3 and the ion temperatureTi'0.2 eV.
The coefficientsm54.660.2 andV05(2.660.2) V are obtained from fitting
the data~dots! to a linear function~full line!. Measurements have bee
conducted in a simple magnetized torus Ref. 35.
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compared with the triple probe technique. We only need t
probes, and shadowing effects are more easily avoided if
probe is perpendicular and another is parallel. More imp
tantly, perhaps, the method does not depend on the val
of a particular probe theory, i.e., errors connected with
invalid application of the Langmuir formula, lack of ion cu
rent saturation, and other sources of error described ab
are avoided.

B. Ion temperature

As discussed above, it is quite complicated in genera
extract information about the ion current from the total cu
rent. This is possible only in particular cases when the e
tron current can be reduced to a level comparable to the
current, and thus create anion sensitive probe. This could be
done for instance by application of an imposed electric fi
to repel electrons, by an imposed magnetic field or a m
netic field already present in the plasma, or by employ
partly insulated probes.

Below we describe some probe constructions whose
eration is based on the model for a probe in collisionle
regime, or more precisely, on the Langmuir formula@Eqs.
~25! and ~26!# for ions. Thus,Ti can be found by the sam
methods used to recoverTe @see Eq.~55!#. Conditions for the
collisionless regime were discussed in Sec. II. If the pro
construction does not satisfy these conditions, the effec
diffusion of ions to the probe might give errors and should
investigated separately. If ions are in the diffusive regime44,75

then, according to Eq.~18! the ion current depends on bot
Te and Ti ~see also Fig. 28 described in Sec. IV D!. If Te

@Ti the slope of the characteristic can be dominated byTe

and make it impossible to extractTi .
Retarding field ion energy analyzersare widely used and

consist of a number of grids and a current collector.19,195–199

Positively biased grids repel ions and then the collector
eration can be described by models for a conventional pro
provided effects of the biased grids on electrons can be
glected. If this is the case, the Langmuir formula@Eq. ~25!#
for a flat one sided probe takes the form

FIG. 22. Sketch of probe system. After Ref. 193.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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I i;E
A2eVgr /mi

`

v iF~v i!dv i , ~63!

whereVgr is the voltage on the ion repeller grid, andv i is the
component of the velocity perpendicular to the collector s
face. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution the ion tempe
ture can be extracted fromI –V characteristic by applying an
equation similar to Eq.~55!. In the presence of a magnet
field the collector surface is oriented perpendicular to
magnetic field, and then the temperature corresponding to
ion motion parallel to the magnetic field is measured. T
analyzer itself can disturb the ambient plasma and the IDF
it creates a shadow along the magnetic field. In Ref. 200
study of such perturbations based on a kinetic model p
posed in Ref. 201 was carried out. It was demonstrated
the standard procedure of extractingTi from the I –V char-
acteristic might yield significant errors and new analy
methods allowing extraction ofTi from the unperturbed
plasma was suggested. Some particular analyzer design
example, with capillary plate202 or with coaxial cylindrical
electrodes203 are argued to provide perpendicular ion ener
In Ref. 204 one can find details on application of analyz
in low-pressure radio frequency discharges and a com
hensive reference list.

In a magnetized plasma theKatsumata probe,155,205

which is a probe with a cavity~Fig. 23!, can provide esti-
mates of the characteristic perpendicular ion energy.
electrons cannot reach the probe due to their small gyr
dius and the ions are repelled by a positively biased electr
inside the cavity. The probe has a complicated geometr
the magnetic field, which makes theoretical description
sheaths and current collection quite cumbersome.19 Some at-
tempts of numerical simulations206,207 of the Katsumata
probe are available. In Refs. 208 and 209 a simplified v
sion of the probe was proposed and applied for both
(Ti;100 eV)208 and cold (Ti;0.1 eV)209 ions.

The plug probe, described in Sec. III B, can be used
measure the IDF when in a collisionless regime.

In the presence of a strong magnetic field (RLe@R), the
electron current can be reduced sufficiently to detect the
component by a conventional cylindrical probe oriented p
allel to the magnetic field.210 Different collecting areas for
electron and ion current~end and side surfaces, respective!

FIG. 23. Sketch of Katsumata probe. Insulation~1!, central electrode~2!,
and guard electrode~3!.
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yield significant reduction of the ratioI e /I i . For such mea-
surements a long (R!L) cylindrical probe with a holder
perpendicular to both probe and magnetic field is advisa

A probe employing an imposed magnetic field was su
gested in Ref. 211. The difference from the probes descri
above is that it can be applied in an unmagnetized plas
The probe was proposed for detection of negative ions
consists of a positively biased orifice, with magnets beh
it, and a positively biased collector. The magnets or magn
coils provide a uniform magnetic field, which deflects ele
trons so that only negative ions can reach a collector. T
theoretical description of such a probe along with a disc
sion of the design can be found in Ref. 154.

Some other techniques for ion diagnostics applied to
kamak plasmas can be found in Matthew’s review.19 An ap-
plication of bolometers for such purposes has been descr
in Refs. 212 and 213. Double probes have been used in m
netized plasma for ion temperature measurements in
214.

C. Plasma density

It was mentioned in Sec. II B that application of prob
theories outside the domain of their validity may yield si
nificant errors in the electron density measurements. Here
discuss the techniques pertaining to such measurements
suming that the correct model is chosen.

Plasma electron,ne , or ion, ni , density can be found
from the electron or ion saturation current, respectively.
extract the density from the measured currents requires
plication of the appropriate theory for attracted charged p
ticles. The expressions connecting ion or electron satura
current with densities, require knowledge about ion and
electron temperatures. The temperaturesTi and Te can be
found independently from the transition part of the char
teristic according to the discussion of Secs. IV A and IV
Depending on the regime, the saturation currents may
may not, depend on the probe voltage. In practice, it is v
often assumed that for sufficiently high probe voltage
saturation current is voltage independent. If such an assu
tion is justified, for time resolved measurements of the d
sity, it can be sufficient just to bias the probe to a lar
constant voltage without sweeping. That allows simple m
surements of density fluctuations provided thatTe ~andTi if
required! fluctuations are known. The latter is an importa
issue often neglected, since it is argued that the influenc
Te fluctuation is weak. That might not always be true, ho
ever. For instance in weakly ionized magnetized plasma b
electron and ion saturation currents can depend strongly
Te @see Eqs.~16! and~15!#. Moreover, even small amplitud
Te fluctuations might strongly influence the phase of the c
rent oscillations, and consequently give rise to considera
phase errors for the density fluctuations. Small inaccura
in phase of the density fluctuations may yield significant
rors in the anomalous particle flux measurements@see Sec.
V A #. Therefore, for correct measurements of the den
fluctuations from the saturation currents, it is advisable
apply a probe cluster in order to provideT̃e measurements
simultaneous withĨ sat.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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The cluster is not needed if time resolved density m
surements are carried out by means of the fast swept pr
In this case electron temperature information can be obta
from the same characteristic. The density can be found f
the saturation current if the entire characteristic is availa
Otherwise, the transition part of the characteristic can also
used. In this case a suitable model for the repelled elect
should be fitted to the experimental data under assump
of, for instance, a Maxwellian distribution. An example
such a fit for electrons in the nonlocal regime and deter
nation ofne can be found in Ref. 35.

If measurements of the EDF or IDF are possible,ne or ni

can be found as an integral over the distribution functi
The accuracy of such a method is higher than that of
previous one since noa priori information about the shape o
the distribution is required. The method can also provide
density of negative ions149 if such ions are abundant.

Based on this discussion for single probe measurem
we can briefly describe the utility of some other techniqu
The double probe collecting mostly ions can only provi
ion density measurements. One of the tips biased negati
in the triple probe can also be used. Simultaneous meas
ments ofTe fluctuations can be used for correction of t
density fluctuations. Difficulties in the theoretical descripti
of ion current collection by ion sensitive probes might p
vent their application to ion density measurements.

The spatial resolution of probe measurements in mag
tized plasma depends on the orientation of the probe w
respect to the magnetic field. Probes aligned along the m
netic field provide higher spatial resolution than those o
ented perpendicular. Nevertheless, small errors in alignm
of parallel probes can cause significant errors in the cur
measurements. In comparison with the conventional para
probe, thecoated probe,84 shown in Fig. 24, is 7–10 time
less sensitive to alignment errors. The electron density ca
obtained from the tail of theI –V characteristic of such a
probe with accuracy of 10%–20% by applying Eq.~17!.84

FIG. 24. Sketch of probe system. Coated probe~lower! aligned along mag-
netic field and conventional cylindrical probe~upper! oriented perpendicular
to the magnetic field. After Ref. 84.
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The general recipes, however, are not always easily
plied for particular conditions. Here we would like to me
tion a few difficulties, which might arise when a model fo
probe current is used for given device and plasma par
eters. As an illustration we consider a magnetized plasm
the collisional regime. As discussed above, in this case,
collection length~the flux tube where particles are collecte
from! is much longer than the probe size. In linear machin
or in the scrape-off-layer of fusion machines the flux tu
terminates on the vessel wall or other structures. Not tak
this into account gives rise to underestimated density. If
collection length is known, for example, if it is determine
by the machine size, it is possible to modify the pro
model.215,216

Another problem might be connected with the theore
cal assumptions. For instance, in nonlocal or diffusiv75

models for magnetized plasma, the background flows are
glected. To verify the validity of such an assumption, expe
mental tests or crude estimates can be done. For example
influence of theE3B background flow can be examined th
following way. The known backgroundE field should be
compared with electric field due to the probe. The latter fi
can be estimated to be of the orderTe /eR when the probe
collects ion saturation current. This field is normally mu
larger than the background field for a small perpendicu
probe sizeR. In general, rotation of a perpendicular orient
probe with respect to the flow direction would show var
tion in the saturation current if the external flow yields
significant contribution to the particle flux into the the flu
tube disturbed by the probe.10 The flow might be important
under certain conditions, for instance in space or fast stre
ing plasmas, or for large probes. A number of theories h
been developed for such conditions.10,24

The influence of anomalous transport is typical for t
application of probes in magnetized plasma. The discuss
of the appropriate choice of diffusion and other~for instance,
ion mobility! transport coefficients for fusion plasmas can
found in.16,80 Sometimes, the diffusion coefficient near th
probe can be examined experimentally. In Refs. 215, 2
and 218, investigations of this type have been carried ou
low-temperature magnetized plasma.

D. Plasma potential

First we discuss how to obtain the plasma potential fr
the characteristic of the single probe considering the diff
ences that arise in three regimes of probe operation.

In the collisionless regime, when the application of the
Langmuir formula is valid, various methods have be
proposed.5 The simplest approach is to take the point whe
the semilog plot of the electron current starts to deviate fr
a linear function. Another is to take the first or second d
rivative of the current, since they are more sensitive to c
rent changes. In the ideal case, ifI e depends exponentially
on V, and then changes its behavior sharply after passing
plasma potential, the maxima ofI e8 and I e9 , and the point
where the latter changes sign, should coincide at the pla
potential corresponding toV50 in Fig. 25. In practice, how-
ever, the ‘‘knee’’ of the characteristic is not that clear and t
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3431Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 10, October 2002 Electric probes for plasmas
mentioned points do not coincide. This is due to a numbe
nonideal effects, such as loss of validity of the Langmuir
V→0, finite resistivity of plasma, broadening of measur
I e9 , fluctuations of plasma potential, etc.17 In this case, as
recommended in Godyak’s review,17 it is advisable to use the
zero of the second derivative as the plasma potential.

In the nonlocal regime, Eq ~36! for unmagnetized and
Eqs.~38! and~39! for magnetized plasma show that the fir
derivative is zero at the plasma potential, while its maxim
is shifted from the latter by up to 2Te /e ~see Fig. 26 for the
magnetized case!. In practice, however, to take the poin
whereI e850 as the plasma potential is not very reliable d
to violation of the validity of the nonlocal model forV→0
Ref. 70 and various distortion effects on the measuredI e8 ~see
Sec. II C!. Thus, it is advisable to apply the model only f
probe potentials in the rangeV,2Te /e. The plasma poten
tial can be found then by fitting the theoretical curves o
tained from Eqs.~36!, ~38!, and ~39!, for example, for a
Maxwellian distribution to the experimentalI e8 in this
range.35 The plasma potential corresponds the point wh
the fitted theoretical curve crosses the zero line, see the
ample in Fig. 27.

Diffusive models for thehydrodynamic regimegive
similar results. Figure 26 presents the first derivative of
diffusive model for a magnetized plasma.16 We can see tha

FIG. 25. Electron currentI e ~given by Langmuir formula! for repulsive
potentials and proportional toAV for attracted potentials,I e8 and I e9 are first
and second derivative of the electron current, respectively. Plasma pote
corresponds toV50.

FIG. 26. First derivative of the electron current given by Langmuir form
and diffusive@nonlocal ~Eq. 37!, Stangeby Refs. 16 and 78!# models. All
curves are calculated for the same plasma parameters with classical
port coefficients. Plasma potential corresponds toV50.
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the maximum in udIe /dVu is shifted with respect to the
plasma potential and with respect to the nonlocal mode
well. Again, to find the plasma potential, a fitting of appr
priate formulas to the experimental curve can be useful.

In order to resolve the fluctuations of the plasma pot
tial, the fast sweep method described earlier can be app
If the sweep range is large enough to include the transi
part of the characteristic, the methods described above
relevant.

Sometimes, it is not possible~hot plasmas! or not prac-
tical to sweep the probe potential into the electron satura
region, and thus the sweep is limited to a small range n
the floating potential. In this case the indirect method
measuring the plasma potential, based on Eq.~61!, has been
applied. To recover theVp fluctuations from that equation
one needs measurements of theVf fluctuations~easily done
with any probe!, independent measurements of theTe fluc-
tuations~fast sweep method;185 triple probe method219! and
estimates of the coefficientm. The latter can be problemati
since it requires assumptions not only about the electron
rent but also about the ion current models.

Decreasing the ratioI e
sat/I i

sat allows a shift ofVf towards
Vp . By methods described below it is possible to achiev
situation whenVf is close toVp and provides a direct mea
surement of the instantaneous plasma potential.

One such method is the emissive probe
technique.6,15,220–222The technique employs a probe heat
to sufficient temperature to emit thermoelectrons. For pro
potentials belowVp a substantial emission current flowin
from the probe to the plasma appears as an effective
current. The potential distribution between probe and plas
depends on the strength of emission. A sufficient amoun
electrons residing in front of the probe surface leads to z
electric field near the probe and to space-charge lim
current.6 Figure 28 represents the ideal emission current~dot-
ted lines! and the same with the space-charge effect ta
into account~full lines marked asI em

(1) and I em
(2)). For the

calculation of emission current, formulas provided in R
223 have been used. The curvesI em

(1) and I em
(2) correspond to

the emission current with probe temperatureT152400 and
T252500 K, respectively. Following Ref. 223, the collecte

tial

ns-

FIG. 27. Measuredj 8 ~dots! and fitted theoretical curve~full line! obtained
from Eq. ~39! for a Maxvellian distribution. Plasma parameters are heliu
pressurep50.3 Pa,n51017 m3, andB50.15 T. Measurements have bee
conducted in a simple magnetized torus Ref. 35 by perpendicular to m
netic field probe withL55 and R50.125 mm. Plasma potential corre
sponds toV50.
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current is calculated for the collisionless regime as a sum
the ion current~given by random flux with ion acoustic ve
locity! and electron current~given by the Langmuir formula!.
The bold curves namedI tot

(1) and I tot
(2) show measured charac

teristics of the emissive probe, i.e., sum of the emissive (I em
(1)

and I em
(2) , respectively! and collected currents. It is seen th

due to space-charge effects the current near the plasma
tential is limited, and any further probe heating will n
move Vf closer to Vp than Vp2Vf;Te /e. Thus, the so-
called floating potential technique,224,225based on determin
ing the plasma potential by means of the floating potent
gives rise to an error of the order ofTe /e.223

Other techniques are the inflection point method226 and
the differential emissive probe.215,220The former is based on
following the inflection point of the characteristic as th
emission is varied to the point of zero emission. The infl
tion point is determined by taking the derivative of the cu
rent. In Ref. 220 a circuit was suggested to control the b
voltage of two emissive probes, which are connected t
differential amplifier. The probe is based on an idea by Ch6

that the emitting characteristic tends to diverge from the c
lecting characteristic near the plasma potential. Analyti
calculations of the plasma potential by emissive probes
estimates of errors introduced by space-charge effects
been carried out in Ref. 223. A description of second
emission capacitive probes and self-emissive probes ca
found in a Hershkowitz’s review.15

Application of ion sensitive probesoperated in the re-
gime whereI e

sat,I i
sat ~see Sec. IV B! can also provide mea

surement of the shift of the floating potential. We shall co
sider here the plug probe as an illustration, as it has b
applied for this purpose. The simple geometry of the p
probe permits modeling of this probe by means of theo
developed for cylindrical probes in magnetized plasma227

Figure 29 presents a theoretical plug probe character

FIG. 28. I em
(1) and I em

(2) are emission currents calculated with space-cha
effect taken into account, corresponding to probe temperatureT152400 and
T252500 K, respectively. Electron temperature isTe55 eV. Dotted lines
are ideal emission currents.I coll is probe collection current,I coll5I e1I i . I tot

(1)

and I tot
(2) are the total currents (I tot5Iem1I coll) for the emission currentsI em

(1)

and I em
(2) , respectively.V50 corresponds to the plasma potential.
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~full curve! compared to the experimental one~dots!. For this
calculation the diffusive model by Rozhanskii75 was applied
@Eqs. ~15!–~19!#. In the computations, the effect of the en
plugs on the electron current was taken into account by
ducing this current by a certain factor to fit the theoretic
curve to the experimental one. It is seen from the figure t
floating potential of the plug probe is very close to t
plasma potential corresponding toV50. The good agree-
ment between the experimental and theoretical curve s
ports the assumption that the effects of the end plugs is s
ply to reduce the electron current by a constant fac
compared to the unplugged probe. In Ref. 227 it was de
onstrated that with this model for the probe current, the fl
tuations inVf due toTe fluctuations were reduced by almo
one order of magnitude compared to the conventional pr
and thatm'0.4 for the plug probe. A comparison of me
surements of time averaged plasma potential by plug
emissive probes demonstrates agreement between two m
ods within an accuracy ofTe /e.228 Analysis of a conven-
tional probe characteristic described in the beginning of S
IV D yields Vp , which also agrees withVf of the plug probe
within the accuracy ofTe /e.227 Plug probes are simple to
construct and can easily be operated in densely packed p
clusters. The most severe practical difficulty is that the pro
requires quite accurate alignment along the magnetic fi
which requires accurate alignment of all probes within
cluster. Inside the plasma, optimal alignment is obtained
rotating the probe until minimum electron saturation curre
is achieved.

E. Electric field

Information about the plasma potential in at least tw
spatially separated points is necessary to measure the ele
field component in the direction of the separation vector
tween the probes. The smallestE wavelength,l f l resolved is
limited by the half-distance between the probes, i.e.,l f l

>Dr /2. The characteristic scale of the field must be mu
larger thanDr . On the other hand, the difference between
probe signals becomes weaker as the distance betwee
probes is reduced, leading to an increase in measurem
errors. Such errors include the influence of the probes

e

FIG. 29. Plug probe characteristic calculated by application of Eq.~15!–
~19! ~full curve! and measured~dotted curve!. Plasma potential correspond
to V50. The plasma conditions areB50.154 T, helium pressurep
50.35 Pa,n5231017 m23, Te52.45 eV, andTi50.22 eV. R50.25 mm
andL518 mm. In the calculations the theoretical value ofI e was reduced
six times to fit the experimental one. After Ref. 227.
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each other and a reduced signal to noise ratio. Therefore
probe separation has to be chosen as a compromise bet
the accuracy of measurements and the resolution of the
portant wavelengths. Since the electric field is obtained a
small difference between two potential signals, the relat
errors in the field measurements are usually larger than th
of potential measurements.

According to Sec. IV D, in principle, a cluster of tw
emissive, two plug probes, two fast sweep probes, or a tr
probe with two floating pins can be applied. The first thr
methods yield the plasma potential within the accuracy d
cussed in Sec. IV D. The last method permits the correc
of the floating potential by electron temperature but requ
knowledge aboutm.

In practice due to their simplicity, two floating conven
tional probes are often applied under the assumption of s
temperature fluctuations. However, as mentioned in S
IV D, even small temperature fluctuations can influence
phase of the measured signal and destroy the flux meas
ments ~see Sec. V B!. One should remember also thatT̃e

adds with the multiplication factorm to Ṽf @see Eq.~61!#.
Experimental results from Ref. 227 presented in Figs. 30
31 demonstrate errors inE field measurements due to th
influence ofTe .

In Figs. 30 and 31 curves~1! and~2! are amplitude spec
tra of Vp measured at two points by using the floating pote
tial of plug probes~Fig. 30! and of the conventional prob
~Fig. 31!. According to the discussion in Sec. IV D, the fir
method yields the plasma potential with an accuracy of 0.Te

while the second method yields a contribution from the el
tron temperature ofmTe , wherem54.6 for the given plasma
conditions and probe sizes. It is seen from the figures tha
contribution of T̃e is frequency dependent. For example,
frequency 4 kHz whereT̃e;0.2Ṽp , the amplitude ofṼf

measured by a conventional probe is twice higher than
measured by a plug probe. The amplitude ofE measured by
the conventional probes by substituting their floating pot

FIG. 30. Amplitude spectra of the plasma potential@curves~1! and~2!# and
electric field@curve ~3!# measured by two plug probes. The plasma con
tions are:B50.154 T, helium pressurep50.35 Pa,n5231017 m23, and
Te51 eV. After Ref. 227.
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tials for the plasma potential@Fig. 31, curve~3!# is four times
higher than that measured by the plug probes@Fig. 30, curve
~3!#. The difference in floating potential amplitude for th
two probe types is not large enough to explain this differen
in measuredE. There also must be a higher wave numb
k(v) for the signal measured by the conventional probe.
discussed further in Sec. V B, this may indicate that the
tential and temperature fluctuations are dominated by
different wave modes with different phase velocity. Obv
ously, in this case results obtained by conventional pro
will lead to significant errors in the measurements of t
electric field, and hence~as elaborated in Sec. V B! in the
anomalous fluxes.

F. Flow velocity

The influence of plasma flow is particularly important o
probe measurements in ionospheric plasma. However, s
measurements are beyond the scope of this review and
well documented in the literature.229–231

In low pressure~weak magnetic field! laboratory plasma
measurements of the anisotropic distribution functions
provide estimates of the flow velocity of electrons. Fro
formulas provided in Sec. III A 2 one can, in principle, r
cover the directed part of the EDF,f1 and thus the electron
flow velocity. However, the method is cumbersome, and
used much in practice.

In magnetized plasma, measurements ofE3B flow, vE

5E3B/B2, can be conducted by measuring the elect
field. Methods for electric field measurements were d
scribed in Sec. IV E.

Ion flow parallel to the magnetic field can be measur
by means of aMach probe,19 sometimes also called aJanus
probe. A sketch of the probe is presented in Fig. 32. T
electrodes are separated by an insulating plate, allowing e
of them to detect an ion flux from only one direction. Th
measured ratio of the ion fluxes~ion saturation current ratio!
yields the Mach number. Ion collection by such a probe

- FIG. 31. Amplitude spectra of the plasma potential@curves~1! and~2!# and
electric field@curve~3!# measured by two conventional perpendicular floa
ing probes. The plasma conditions areB50.154 T, Helium pressurep
50.35 Pa,n5231017 m23, andTe51 eV. After Ref. 227.
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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described by fluid models in Refs. 83, 232 and by kine
models in Ref. 201. More details on the Mach probe can
found in Matthew’s review.19

V. APPLICATIONS

We have selected two groups of applications, making
of many of the methods discussed in Secs. III and IV.
order to illustrate the usefulness of obtaining the elect
energy distribution functions, we discuss some aspect
how this information can be used to gain knowledge ab
elastic electron collision processes and the inelastic p
cesses involving electrons and atoms/molecules. Furt
more, we illustrate how probe measurements of plasma fl
tuations can provide important and detailed information
plasma turbulence, coherent structures, and anoma
fluxes.

A. Plasma electron spectroscopy

As was mentioned in Sec. III, the accuracy of relati
measurements of the EDF may be a few percent and tha
absolute measurements may be 10%–15%. Therefore,
measurements can be used for quantitative analysis of
cesses, which are responsible for formation of the EDF.
method of plasma electron spectroscopy is based on m
surements of distribution functions for conditions where
part of the distribution function is determined by a particu
collision process.233 In this case, some information abo
such a process can be extracted. The realization of this
is simple in an afterglow plasma in which the EDF consi
of two groups of electrons. Slow electrons have a Maxw
ian with a temperature of order 0.1 eV. The distribution
energetic electrons is far from equilibrium and exhibits a f
peaks. These electrons have a density 105– 107 times less
than that of slow electrons and appear in reactions like234

A* 1A* →A11A1e,

A* 1A* →A2
11e, ~64!

A* 1e→A1e,

whereA* denotes an atom in an exited state.
If the diffusion time of the energetic electrons to th

boundary is much less than their energy relaxation time
the plasma volume, two types of afterglow can exist.235,236

When the flux of energetic electrons to the wall is less th
the ambipolar flux of ions, so that the electron motion to

FIG. 32. Sketch of Mach probe.r u andr d are upstream and downstream io
fluxes, respectively.
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wall is a free diffusion, it is simple to create condition
where the EDF of energetic electrons reproduces the elec
spectrum of the reactions given by Eq.~64!. That makes it
possible to investigate the spectrum and the rate consta
these reactions~see, for instance, Fig. 7!. The main results of
such measurements are summarized in Ref. 126. For
same conditions in Ref. 233 the reflection coefficients
electrons from plasma boundaries have been measured.

The second type of afterglow occurs when the flux
energetic electrons is greater than the ambipolar flux of i
and, hence, a part of the electrons is captured in the pla
volume, causing continuous spectra of the EDF.235,236 The
continuous spectra are due to collisions of the energetic e
trons with neutrals and slow electrons. Creating conditio
when collisions with only one of the species~either neutrals
or slow electrons! are important allows us to measure th
frequency of these collisions.

Figure 33 demonstrates the frequency of electro
electron collisions measured by this method.233 It might be
difficult to obtain this type of information by other method

Another method to determine rate constants from E
measurements was proposed in Ref. 237. The metho
based on the measurement of the electron–atom colli
integral in an anisotropic plasma. It was applied to t
plasma of the positive column of an electric discharge
helium. In this work, the collision integralsS0 , S1 , and the
transport cross section of the elastic electron–atom collis
were measured.

B. Low-frequency turbulence and transport

Since electric probes can provide instantaneous~on time
scales much slower than the ion cyclotron period! measure-
ments of fluid observables, they can be used for study
low-frequency plasma turbulence~drift waves, electrostatic
flute-modes, Alfven waves!. A two-probe technique due to
Beall et al.238 can be implemented to obtain frequency wav
number spectraS(v,k). This method assumes a well define
dispersion relationk5k(v) for the waves, wherek is the
wave number in the direction along the separation vec
between the two probes. This means that the fluctuations
be represented as a superposition of weakly interacting w
modes ~weak turbulence! propagating predominately in
given direction. The broadening of the spectrumS(v,k), i.e.,
the widthDk of S(v,k) for a givenv, is given by the char-
acteristic rateknl of change of the wave amplitudes an

FIG. 33. Electron–electron collisional frequencynee as a function of elec-
tron energy«. Theoretical curve is given by Eq.~3!. After Ref. 234.
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phase due to the nonlinear interaction. IfDk is not small
compared tok, the Beall technique has little meaning.
particular outcome of applying this technique is the disp
sion relation, which is estimated as follows: assumeg1(t)
and g2(t) are digitized time series of the signals from tw
probes separated by a vectorDr . The cross powerspectrum
of the two signals is defined asP12(v)5^G1* (v)G2(v)&,
whereGi(v) is the Fourier transform ofgi(t) and ^¯& de-
notes an average of a large number of data records. The c
power can be written asP125uP12uexpia12, wherea12(v)
is thecross-phasespectrum of the signals. If the signals a
due to a linear superposition of noninteracting waves,

g~r i ,t !5E
0

`

G~v!expi @k~v!"r i2vt#dv, ~65!

it is easily shown thatP12(v)5^uG(v)u2&expi@k(v)•Dr #,
and that thecoherence, g12(v)5uP12(v)u/AP11(v)P22(v)
51.

Thus, in this casea12(v)5k(v)•Dr , and the wave-
number componentk(v) alongDr is given by

k~v!5a12~v!/Dr . ~66!

Note that Eq.~65! is far from generally valid, even for non
interacting wave modes. The integral assumes that only
wave vector is excited for every frequency. In general
wave vectors have an angular distribution, and often m
than one wave mode is excited. These things create amb
ity with respect tok(v), since the definition above may giv
contributions from wave vectors pointing in different dire
tions and even from several different modes. An example
the latter is shown in Fig. 34, where the cross phase,
hencek(v), measured by two conventional probes~curve 1!
is four times larger than that measured by plug probes~curve
2!. The signal from the conventional probes are domina
by electron temperature fluctuations, while that from pl
probes show plasma potential fluctuations. The differ
wave numbers~and hence propagation velocities! obtained
indicate the existence of two different wave modes, one w
strong temperature perturbations and another dominate
plasma potential fluctuations.

Some of the quite severe assumptions underlying
technique can be avoided by applying large probe arrays
the edge of the Caltech tokamak a 32 probe array cover

FIG. 34. Phase between two conventional perpendicular~curve 1! and two
plug ~curve 2! probes. The plasma conditions areB50.154 T, helium pres-
surep50.35 Pa,n5231017 m23, andTe51 eV. After Ref. 227.
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7.5 cm poloidal arc in the plasma edge and was used to s
the one-dimensional~1D! ~poloidal! space-time structure o
density fluctuations in edge turbulence.239 In the same article
the two-dimensional~2D! space-time evolution of densit
and floating potential structures were also studied by me
of an 838 square probe array~1.831.8 cm2! facing the tor-
oidal magnetic field. In cylindrical magnetized plasmas a c
cular arrangement of 64 probes has allowed complete
muthal mapping of fluctuations along the circumference
the plasma column.240True space-time results from this arra
have been compared to results obtained by conditional s
pling and averaging of data obtained by the same array
Ref. 241, obtaining quite similar evolution for the large sca
structures from the two methods. This gives credibility to t
conditional averaging method, which is technically mu
easier to apply, since it only requires two probes~or probe
clusters! and two~or a few! independent channels for dig
tizing the probe signals. The drawback of this method is t
one of the probes must be connected to a computer c
trolled positioning system.

The conditional averaging method is based on simu
neous sampling of long time seriesg1(r1 ,t) from a fixed
reference probe at positionr1 andg2(r11Dr ,t) from a mov-
able probe, which samples data from a dense grid of p
tions across the plasma column. The data can either be
to establish a space-time cross-correlation funct
C(Dr ,t)5^g1(r1 ,t)g2(r11Dr ,t1t)&, or a conditional av-
erageG(r2 ,t)5^g2(r2 ,t1t)uC1(t)&. Here C1(t) symbol-
izes a condition imposed on signalg1 at time t. At those
times tn , n51,2,..., when the condition ong1(r1 ,t) is met
~for instance g1 exceeds a certain value! the signal
Gn(r2 ,t)5g2(r2 ,tn1t) is recorded in a certain window
tmax<t<tmax. The conditional average is thenG(r2 ,t)
5 limN→`(1/N)(n51

N Gn(r2 ,t). The functionG(r ,t) repre-
sents the average space-time evolution of the observ
measured by probe 2 in the time window@2tmax,tmax# cen-
tered around the time when a conditioning event occurs
the position of probe 1. The method was first introduced
plasma physics in Ref. 242 as a tool to study the evolution
coherent structures, and then applied toQ-machine plasmas
as reported in a series of articles.243–245It was first applied to
toroidal plasmas~the Blaamann device! in Refs. 246, 247,
and later to the ADITYA Ref. 248 and TEXT-U Ref. 24
tokamaks.

In Sec. IV we discussed methods for simultaneous m
surements of electron density, poloidal electric field, a
electron temperature in magnetized plasmas. Such mea
ments make it possible to obtain the radial, cross-fi
anomalous flux of particles and energy, and hence to st
fundamental properties of anomalous transport relevant
magnetically confined fusion plasmas. In a low-press
plasma the particle flux densityG r5^nv r&5n0v r01^ñv r̃&,
is due to convection (G r05n0v r0) and electrostatic oscilla
tions in plasma densityñ and electric fieldẼ52“f̃. The
latter gives rise to fluctuations in the plasma drift veloc
v r'Eu /B. By Fourier expansion in time we have
IP license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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G r2G r05 (
v.0

G~v!5
2

B (
v.0

A^un~v!u2&^uEu~v!u2&

3gnE~v!cosanE~v!, ~67!

where gnE(v)5u^n(v)Eu(v)* &u/A^un(v)u2&^uEu(v)u2& is
the cross-coherence andanE(v)[arĝ n(v)Eu(v)* & is the
cross-phase betweenn andEu . Assuming a wave superpos
tion such as Eq.~65! we get

G r2G r05 (
v.0

G~v!

52
2

B (
v.0

A^un~v!u2&^uf~v!u2&

3ku~v!gnf~v!sinanf~v!. ~68!

These expressions show that the flux is proportional to
power and the cross coherence, and is optimized ifanE50,
anf5 3

2p. The flux is zero ifanE5 1
2p or 3

2p, anf50 or p.
If measurements ofn(t) andEu(t) are performed simul-

taneously, the flux density spectrumG r(v) can be estimated
from Eq. ~67!. Different methods for theE field andn mea-
surements were described in Secs. IV C and IV E. There
vast literature on flux measurements,250–252which means that
we can only discuss some illustrative examples. Meas
ments ofEu by recording the floating potential on two prob
tips separated poloidally were carried out in aQ machine by
Nielsenet al.253 The density fluctuations were derived fro
the ion saturation current. TheE field measurements in
reversed field pinch by Jiet al.,219 were performed by mean
of two floating potentials corrected byTe fluctuations mea-
sured by a triple probe. The problem connected with
determination ofm was discussed in Secs. IV A and IV D
Note, generally, that the method cannot provide the ph
correction as the sameT̃e is subtracted from both floating
potentials. A similar approach toE field measurements wa
used in the Phaedrus-T and TEXT-U tokamaks.177 In this
work, the density fluctuations were obtained from the i
saturation current corrected forTe fluctuations.

Direct measurements ofE allow amplitude and phas
errors arising fromT̃e contribution to be avoided. One ex
ample are measurements conducted in a simple magne
torus by means of a cluster consisting of two plug probes
two conventional probes.194 In this experiment,Ẽu was mea-
sured by plug probes~see Secs. IV D and IV E!, T̃e by a
combination of one plug and one conventional probe~see
Sec. IV A! and ne by application of Eq.~17! for electron
saturation current corrected by measurements ofT̃e . Results
of these measurements are presented in Fig. 35.

It is also common to obtainẼ by measuringf̃ supple-
mented by an independent measurement ofku using Eq.~66!
and signals from two probe tips. SuchẼ measurements com
bined with a simultaneous measurement ofñ will then pro-
vide the particle flux. This method was first suggested
Powers254 and has subsequently been applied in a large n
ber of articles. It suffers from possible errors in the measu
ment of and ambiguities in the very definition of the wa
number,ku , as described earlier in this subsection.
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The cross-field anomalous energy transport is giv
by255

Qr5
3

2
G rTe1

3

2
n

^ẼuT̃e&
B

. ~69!

In many of the works cited above, energy flux is also me
sured in addition to particle flux. From Eq.~69! it appears
that this extension is trivial ifT̃e is also measured in additio
to Ẽu and ñ. Typically, T̃e is measured either by the tripl
probe technique or the fast sweep technique as describe
Sec. IV A. For probe measurements on microturbulence
transport in tokamaks more details can be found in the
views by Hugill250 and Bretz.256

VI. EPILOGUE

From the material presented in this review it should ha
become clear that electric plasma probes constitute a l
arsenal of different diagnostic techniques, some of which
quite ingenious. Still, all techniques are based on the sa
very simple principle; information about the phase-space
tribution of the species of charged particles is extracted fr
the measured relationship between the current and the
age applied to one single, or a cluster of small metal obje
inserted into the plasma and electrically connected to an
ternal circuit. The focus of this review has been on incre
ing the awareness of the problems pertaining to the link
tween the actual plasma conditions, the probe design~e.g.,
size, geometry, and orientation!, and the appropriate theore
ical model from which the plasma parameters are infer
from the probe characteristic. If one single message sho
be extracted from this article, it would be that caution mu
be exercised in selecting the appropriate probe theory, wh
is applicable to the plasma conditions and the probe sys
at hand. Careless application of theoretical models outs
their regimes of validity can give rise to gravely incorre
results.

In the present context, the experimentalist is like a pr
ticing physician. The actual plasma is his patient, and

FIG. 35. Particle flux spectrumG r( f ) @curves ~1! and ~3!# and heat flux
spectrum@curves~2! and~4!# measured by method described in Ref. 194
simple magnetized torus. The plasma conditions areB50.154 T, helium
pressurep50.35 Pa,n5231017 m23, andTe51 eV.
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plasma probe is an invasive diagnostic instrument, which
to be handled with care and caution in order not to upset
patient too much. Plasmas come in a greater variety t
human patients, so in this respect the plasma laborator
more like a veterinary’s office. The animal doctor wou
hardly apply the same diagnostic instrument to a spider a
horse, although the main diagnostic principles would be
same. Thus, the first task of the ‘‘plasma doctor’’ is to ma
a crude examination of the ‘‘patient’’ to establish which kin
of probes that might be possible to apply in order to acqu
the diagnostic information he wants. Once a certain pr
design candidate has been found, he has the information
quired to establish the the probe operation regime accor
to the classification scheme described in Sec. II. It is imp
tant to be aware that, for the same plasma, different pr
designs can correspond to different operation regimes, w
require different theoretical description. Sometimes t
makes it possible to make two or more independent pr
measurements of the same plasma observable, which
serve as independent verifications of the methods.

Since this article has focused on the link between plas
conditions, probe design, and probe theory, very little w
written about the electric circuitry associated with any pro
measurement. This has not been an attempt to downplay
importance of appropriate circuit designs, rather a neces
to limit the length of the review.
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